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ABSTRACT

Shahjouei, Alireza. Ph.D. The University of Memphis. December, 2015.
Alternative ground motion model for the central and eastern North America using a new
hybrid broadband simulation technique. Major Professor: Dr. Shahram Pezeshk
Two main objectives have been studied in this dissertation are proposing a hybrid
broadband (HBB) earthquake simulation method and the development of alternative
ground-motion prediction equations (GMPEs) for central and eastern North America
(CENA). Providing such equations, which represents the expected ground shaking levels
from earthquake sources, are important as those are being implemented in the
probabilistic seismic hazard and risk analysis, and therefore they are financially
contributed in the design and construction of structures and infrastructures.
This research has two major part. In the first part, a new platform to generate
earthquake time histories is developed based on a hybrid broadband simulation technique.
The generation of artificial time histories is a promising solution in the absence of the
sufficient and appropriate recorded seismograms. Due to lack of recorded strong ground
motions in CENA, generation of synthetic seismograms is inevitable in engineering (e.g.,
time history analyses of structures) and engineering seismology (e.g., GMPEs
development) applications. The proposed method incorporated the kinematic earthquake
source model, deterministic wave propagation (using discrete wavenumber/finite element
technique), and the stochastic finite-fault method to make a suite of appropriate seismic
time histories.
A new set of GMPEs is developed for CENA in the second part of this study. The
proposed comprehensive framework for HBB simulation technique is implemented to
develop the new hybrid empirical GMPEs. Hybrid empirical estimates are derived using
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the regional adjustment factors between two regions (host and target) along with
empirical GMPEs from the host region. In this study, western United States and CENA
are considered as the host and target regions, respectively. Modeling parameter
variability is considered in ground-motion simulations and GMPEs development.
Ground-motion models are developed for the earthquake magnitude range of 5–8, in the
distance range of 2–1000 km, and for the reference rock site condition with Vs30 = 3 km/s
for CENA. The products of this research may contribute to update the future national
seismic hazard maps developed by U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) and upcoming
building codes.
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Introduction

This research encompasses the following two important topics in the field of
earthquake engineering and engineering seismology: (1) Generation of synthetic
earthquake time histories compatible with the geological and seismological information
available for a region, and (2) development of alternative ground-motion prediction
equations (GMPEs) for the central and eastern North America (CENA).
In the first phase of the study, a comprehensive hybrid broadband (HBB)
framework for the generation of seismic time histories is proposed. Synthetic earthquake
simulation is an important topic and is required for regions with historical seismicity but
insufficient recorded strong ground motion. An example of such areas is the central and
eastern United States (CEUS) in which Mississippi embayment is believed to generate
three large events with the estimated magnitudes of 7.3–7.8 in 1811-1812 (Bakun and
Hopper, 2004; Cramer and Boyd 2014). Broadband synthetic time histories are generated
using a proposed hybrid broadband simulation technique for CEUS. The proposed
methodology is presented in the Chapter 2 of the dissertation.
The low-frequency (LF) portion of synthetics are calculated using the kinematic
source modeling and deterministic wave propagation. Using the COMPSYN software
package (Spudich and Xu, 2003) a discrete wavenumber/finite element method is
implemented for the LF Green’s functions generation. The procedure makes use of the
reciprocity theorem and numerical techniques to assess the representation theorem
integrals on a fault surface. Spatial random field models are employed to characterize the
complexity of the slip distribution on the heterogeneous fault (Mai and Beroza, 2000;
2002). In this study, the variability of some of the kinematic source modeling’s
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parameters (e.g., hypocenter locations, slip distribution, source time function, and rupture
propagation) is taken into account to produce multiple seismograms which contain a
broader range of intensity measures such as peak ground motions and spectral
accelerations. A stochastic finite-fault simulation model is employed to attain the highfrequency (HF) portion of synthetics. Combining HF and LF synthetics in a magnitudedependent transition frequency, the spectrum-compatible broadband seismograms are
constructed for earthquake moment magnitudes of M 5.5, 6.5 and 7.5 earthquakes.
Broadband synthetics have been compared with some of the existing GMPEs for
spectral accelerations at 0.2, 1.0 and 3.0 seconds, and the results are discussed. In
addition, a compatibility assessment of the stochastic point source and the finite-source is
performed. The generated spectrum-compatible seismograms could be implemented in
engineering seismology applications, such as structural seismic analysis/design and
seismic-hazard analysis.
A brief documentation of software packages is provided in Appendix D for future
applications of the platform. It includes the description of the main input parameters and
input files required to run different modules of the platform.
In the second phase of the study, an alternative hybrid empirical ground-motion
model for the central and eastern North America (CENA) is proposed. The new groundmotion model (GMM) or ground-motion prediction equation (GMPE) is developed for
the average horizontal components (RotD50) of peak ground acceleration (PGA), peak
ground velocity (PGV), and 5%-damped pseudo-spectral accelerations (PSAs) at spectral
periods of 0.01–10s. Hybrid empirical estimates are derived using the regional
modification factors between two regions (host and target) along with empirical GMMs
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from the host region. The regional adjustment factors are ratios of the intensity measures
from the generated synthetics in the host (western North America, WNA) and target
(CENA) regions. In this study, the recent updated empirical GMMs developed by the
Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research Center (PEER) for the NGA-West2 project
(Bozorgnia et al., 2014) are incorporated. We used a broadband simulation technique
proposed by the authors (Shahjouei and Pezeshk, 2015a) to generate synthetics for both
the WNA and CENA regions in which the high frequency and low frequency parts of
synthetics are calculated through a stochastic finite-fault method and kinematic source
models along with the deterministic wave propagation, respectively. The updated
seismological and geological parameters are incorporated in simulations. The procedure
is described in more details in the Chapter 3 of this document.
The new ground-motion model is developed, as part of the NGA-East research
project, considering multiple shaking scenarios which characterize the magnitude in the
range of M5.0–8.0. The proposed GMM represents the level of ground shaking in the
distance range of 2–1000 km and are developed for the reference rock site condition with
Vs30 = 3 km/s in CENA. The results are compared with some other existing models in the
region. In addition, a comprehensive residual analysis is performed using the recorded
earthquakes available in the NGA-East database.
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2

Generation of Synthetic Seismograms using a Hybrid Broadband Ground-

Motion Simulation Approach

2.1

Introduction
Generation of accurate synthetic seismograms in the absence of the appropriate

recorded strong ground motions has been a challenging issue in the fields of earthquake
engineering and engineering seismology. According to the building codes, a number of
either recorded and/or synthetic seismograms is needed for the seismic time history
analysis of unique and irregular structures (Baker, 2011; Ghodrati et al., 2011). In
addition, synthetic seismograms may be considered as a complement to the available
earthquake catalog and can be used to develop ground-motion prediction equations
(GMPEs), particularly in the regions with historical seismicity but insufficient recorded
strong ground motions (Pezeshk et al., 2011). In general, these ground-motion models in
well recorded regions are empirically developed from the recorded earthquakes.
Examples of such empirical GMPEs are ground-motion models for western North
America developed by Graizer and Kalkan (2007) and Boore et al. (2014). The synthetic
seismograms should include the specific underlying seismological features of a region
and have characteristics of the frequency content, shaking duration, pulse-like character,
and peak ground motions compatible with the recorded data at a site (Frankel, 2009).
In general, all main characteristics of an earthquake time history (amplitude,
frequency content, and duration) significantly contribute to and have influence on the
structural response values, the seismic risk analysis, and the seismic damage assessment
(Hartzell et al., 1999). Although a precise prediction of future large earthquakes in time,
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location, and the time history – wiggle for wiggle – is not possible nowadays, some of the
seismological and geological information could be implemented to characterize the
earthquake source, the path effect, and the site characteristic and to determine the
potential of future damaging earthquakes (Liu et al., 2006). All this information is the
basis for the development of empirical equations and is used in earthquake simulation
techniques.
In the literature, a number of engineering-based, as well as seismological-based
approaches have been proposed related to ground-motion simulation. Most engineeringbased techniques have been focused on the ground-motion spectrum matching with a
desired (design, or target) spectrum (Suarez and Montejo, 2007; Ghodrati et al., 2011;
Malekmohammadi, 2013). The target spectrum may be derived from a probabilistic
seismic-hazard analysis (Baker, 2011; Malekmohammadi, 2013). Seismological-based
techniques, instead, construct the synthetics by either dynamic, kinematic, or stochastic
modeling of the earthquake source.
The stochastic point-source simulation is a popular method for generating highfrequency ground motions (Boore, 1983). The stochastic approaches (either point source
or finite source) generate seismograms by considering a random process for ground
motions over almost all frequencies (Boore, 2003). The stochastic point-source
techniques (such as the SMSIM software by Boore, 2005, 2012) and the stochastic finitefault methods (such as the EXSIM software by Motazedian and Atkinson, 2005) are
widely used to generate synthetic seismograms in both engineering and seismological
applications. Atkinson et al. (2009) and Boore (2009) have provided informative and
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detailed discussions on the comparison of the stochastic finite-source and the stochastic
point-source models.
Dynamic models and kinematic models are two approaches for modeling of an
earthquake source to predict more precise ground motions having the underlying physical
mechanism. Kinematic source model assumes a specific slip distribution as well as a
source time function (STF), whereas in dynamic model an explicit frictional failure law
(e.g., slip-weakening model) is specified (Trugman and Dunham, 2014). As the
computational problem of the rupture process in dynamic models is nonlinear, such
models are computationally more intensive than kinematic models. The pseudo-dynamic
(PD) model is an alternative to dynamic model in which the main physical characteristics
of the rupture simulation are related to the kinematic model to develop dynamically
consistent kinematic source models which are computationally more efficient. Examples
of incorporating PD source models in ground-motion simulations may be found in studies
by Guatteri et al. (2004), Song and Somerville (2010), Mena et al. (2012), Schmedes et
al. (2013), Song et al. (2014), and Trugman and Dunham (2014).
The deterministic simulation of the ground motion using dynamics,
pseudodynamic, and kinematic approaches in a broad frequency range of engineering
interest (0–10 Hz) is still computationally expensive (Schmedes et al., 2013). Hybrid
broadband (HBB) simulation techniques have been developed in which the
deterministically-generated long period synthetics are combined with high-frequency
motions to produce broadband synthetics for the entire frequency band of interest. Some
of the broadband methods (e.g., Zeng et al., 1994; Hartzell et al., 2005; Mai et al., 2010)
use the physics of wave scattering to simulate the high-frequency (HF) ground motion
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(frequency > 1.0 Hz), whereas some other methods incorporate stochastic approaches to
generate the HF portion of seismograms (e.g., Graves and Pitarka, 2004, 2010; Liu et al.,
2006; Frankel, 2009). In the first group, Zeng et al. (1994) proposed a HBB composite
source model, which uses scattering functions for high-frequency coda waves. Hartzell et
al. (2005) calculated broadband time histories using kinematic and dynamic models and
compared the results with the 1994 Northridge earthquake. Mai et al. (2010) combined
the low-frequency (LF) deterministic seismograms (frequency < 1.0 Hz) with the highfrequency S-to-S back-scattering seismograms. Mena et al. (2010) updated Mai et al.
(2010) by accounting for finite-fault effects in HF wave computation, as well as applying
dynamically consistent STFs in the simulation. In the latter methods, Liu et al. (2006)
generated the broadband ground-motion synthetics using a frequency method with
correlation random source parameters. Frankel (2009) proposed a constant stress-drop
model to generate HBB synthetic seismograms. He also used a static stress drop for HF
synthetics and dynamic stress drop for LF synthetics in his simulations. Graves and
Pitarka (2010) updated the hybrid simulation approach of Graves and Pitarka (2004) by
incorporating spatial heterogeneity in slip, rupture speed, and rise time in the kinematic
rupture fault modeling.
Central and Eastern United States (CEUS) is considered a high seismic hazard
area where recorded strong ground motions are scarce. Hwang et al. (2001) generated
synthetic seismograms from the large New Madrid earthquake using a stochastic method.
Somerville et al. (2001) generated broadband synthetics to develop GMPEs for CEUS.
Olsen (2012) implemented 3D broadband simulations to predict ground motions in the
New Madrid seismic zone (NMSZ) for 1811–1812 events with the moment magnitudes
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M 7.4–7.7 earthquakes. Synthetic simulations are also performed in the studies of
Frankel et al. (1996), Toro (2002), Campbell (2003), Tavakoli and Pezeshk (2005),
Atkinson and Boore (2006) and Pezeshk et al. (2011) to develop ground-motion models
in the central and eastern North America.
The objective of this study is to generate synthetic seismograms the
characteristics of which are consistent with the overall characteristic of ground motions
expected to observe in CEUS. Applying the proposed broadband approach, seismograms
are produced from different shaking scenarios for this region. The key feature of this
study is implementing the discrete wavenumber/finite element technique of the
COMPSYN package (Spudich and Xu, 2003) to compute LF synthetics in the proposed
broadband simulation approach for CEUS. In addition, the most recently updated
geological and seismological parameters (of both kinematic and stochastic source
modeling) and techniques which are proposed in the literature and are compatible with
CEUS are incorporated in earthquake simulations. The HF synthetics are computed
through the stochastic finite-fault method applying identical fault planes defined and
implemented in LF simulations. We used the updated seismological parameters in CEUS
in HF synthetic simulations. The LF and HF synthetics are combined in a magnitudedependent transition frequency to construct the broadband synthetics. The simulation
approach is implemented to generate synthetics for three moment magnitudes of M 5.5,
6.5, and 7.5 at the source-station distance range of 2–200 km for hard-rock conditions in
CEUS. Spectrum-compatibility of the synthetics is presented to validate the method. The
response spectral amplitudes from the synthetics are compared with those obtained from
some of the recent GMPEs for CEUS.
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2.2

Hybrid Broadband Simulation Method
In the proposed hybrid simulation technique, HF and LF ground-motion

synthetics are separately calculated and then combined to produce broadband time
histories. A transition frequency between HF and LF portions in many studies is
presumed to be around 1.0 Hz. Frankel (2009) proposed a magnitude-dependent
transition frequency based on his observation of the magnitude dependency of the
transition of frequency between coherent and incoherent summation in recorded
earthquakes. Following Frankel (2009), we implemented transition (crossover)
frequencies of 0.8, 2.4, and 3.0 Hz in our simulations for moment magnitudes (M) of 7.5,
6.5, and 5.5, respectively.
The LF and HF synthetics are combined using matched filters. To combine two
portions of synthetics at each station, HF synthetic (generated in frequencies greater than
transition frequency) is synchronized with LF synthetics (generated in frequencies lower
than transition frequency) applying the real arrival time computed in LF simulations.
Second-order low-pass and high-pass Butterworth filters are implemented to the
deterministic LF and stochastic HF synthetics, respectively. These phaseless filters have
similar fall-offs and corner frequencies and do not vary the phase of the synthetics
(Hartzell et al., 1999). Figure 2-1 illustrates the flowchart of the simulation approach.
Detailed discussions are provided in the next few sections.
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Synchronize
Combine
Matched filter

Kinematic fault modeling

Stress distribution
High-freq. synth.
HF Green’s functions

(Sum over fault plane, and
scaling with magnitude)
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Crustal model
Faulting Mech.
Desired M
Faulting Area
Station map

Max directional response

Slip distribution

Low-freq. synth.
(Sum over fault plane)

Hybrid broadband synthetic

LF Green’s functions
(DWFE method ~ COMPSYN)

(Stochastic method ~ SMSIM)

Figure 2-1. Flowchart of the method used to compute hybrid broadband synthetics.

2.3

Low Frequency Simulation
Low-frequency synthetics are constructed using the kinematic source modeling of

the earthquake fault and the deterministic wave propagation approach. The detailed
source characterizations and the wave propagation are described next.
2.3.1 Kinematic Source Characteristics
A kinematic earthquake source model is implemented in order to generate LF
synthetics. The main input parameters are the fault geometry (length, width, dip, and
strike) and the location, a desired magnitude (moment magnitude or seismic moment), a
hypothetical rupture initiation point on the fault surface (the hypothetical hypocenter), the
slip direction (rake), and the crustal model of the earth at the vicinity of the fault. The
average of slip on the fault, D, is estimated by

D=

M0
µA

( 2-1 )
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in which M 0 is the seismic moment,  is the rigidity, and A is the rupturing area. The
10
2
shear modulus µ = 3.3×10 N / m is used in this study. A random slip distribution on

the fault with a wavenumber-squared spectral decay (k-2) is assumed (Graves and Pitarka,
2010; Somerville et al., 1999). The heterogeneity of the slip distribution on the fault is
modeled using different spatial random fields proposed by Mai and Beroza (2002) and
Frankel (2009). We used the von Karman auto correlation function (ACF) of Mai and
Beroza (2002). The detailed description of this function is also briefly described in the
Appendix. The slip distribution is scaled to match the desired moment for the entire
faulting rupture which is calculated using equation (2-1).
Assuming a hypothetical hypocenter on a fault, the rupture arrival time on each
point of the fault is determined following modifications of Graves and Pitarka (2010).
The procedure includes calculation of a background rupture speed distribution and local
slip-dependent scaling steps. In the first step, a general ratio of the rupture velocity ( VR )
to the local shear velocity ( VS ), (i.e., V R V S ) is assumed to be 0.8 on the deeper part of
the fault (Somerville et al., 1999), and a 70% reduction on the shallower part (i.e.,
VR = 0.56 VS ) is applied to represent the shallow weak zone in the surface rupture events

(Pitarka et al., 2009). The background rupture velocity distribution is given by equation
(2-2). The linear interpolation is used between the depth (z) of 5–8 km. Equation (2-3) is
used to calculate the initial rupture front arrival time, TR0-i at any individual subfault, i
(Graves and Pitarka, 2004, 2010):
VR = 
 0.8 × VS

0.56 × VS

z > 8km

( 2-2 )

z < 5km
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The final rupture arrival time TRF-i at each subfault, i, after scaling is determined
as
 log( si ) − log( s A ) 

TRF − i = TR 0 −i − ∆t 
 log( sM ) − log( s A ) 

( 2-3 )

in which S A and S M are the average and the maximum slip on the fault, respectively. Si
, is the local slip at subfault, i. The scaling factor ∆t = 1.8 ×10−9 × M 0 is applied
1/ 3

following Graves and Pitarka (2010). We added a small random component (no more
than 5%) to the final rupture front values TRF-i.
One of the assumption requirements in the kinematic earthquake source model is
defining the time history of the finite slip duration during the rupture propagation. Tinti et
al. (2005) performed a broad study on the STFs, and they proposed a kinematic
regularized Yoffe slip rate function compatible with earthquake dynamics. Liu et al.
(2006) proposed a trigonometric slip velocity function. Figure A1 shows the comparison
of a number of kinematic slip rate functions in both time and frequency domains. In this
study, we employed boxcar, triangle, and Liu et al. (2006) STFs in different simulations.
Graves and Pitarka (2010) proposed a function to heterogeneously distribute the rise time
(duration of slip rate function) over the fault. The function is given in equation (2-4) with
a linear transition between depths of 5 and 8 km. It incorporates the effect of reductions
in peak slip rates in the shallower depth of surface-rupturing events (by applying factor 2
in z < 5 km), and represents the trade-off between using constant rise time and constant
slip velocity—by applying S 0.5 :
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TR _ i

 k × S 0.5

i
=
0.5
 2 × k × S i

z > 8km
z < 5km

( 2-4 )

(Aagaard et al., 2008), in which, TR_i and Si are the local rise time and the local slip
at subfault i. We have calculated the constant k such that the average rise time in the
asperity regions over the fault is equal to the suggested value for the region. Somerville et
al., (1999, 2009) proposed an average rise time for CEUS. A dip-dependent modification
factor on the average rise time was proposed by Graves and Pitarka (2010). This
modification reduces the rise time by decreasing the fault dip. The resultant relation for
the CEUS region is given in equations (2-5) and (2-6).

τ = ατ × 3 ×10−9 × M 01/ 3
in which τ is the average rise time,

( 2-5 )

ατ is the scale that is a function of fault dip, δ , and

the seismic moment, M 0 , has dyn.cm unit. A linear transition is applied between dips
45° and 60°. The

ατ modification is consistent with observations for thrust and reverse

faulting events (Hartzell et al, 2005) and should not be used on the normal faulting
scenarios (Graves and Pitarka, 2010).
 1.0
ατ = 
 0.82

δ > 60°
δ < 45°

( 2-6 )

We have added a random component to equation (2-5) and constrained the
average rise time not to vary more than 5% of the average value.

2.3.2 Deterministic Wave Propagations
The complete long period Green’s functions for the wave propagation through a
layered crustal velocity model are calculated using the discrete wavenumber/finite
element (DWFE) method of Olson et al. (1984), applying the COMPSYN codes by
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Spudich and Xu (2003). The COMPSYN package has been widely used in the literature
for earthquake simulation applications (e.g., Ameri et al., 2008; Ripperger et al., 2008;
Wang et al., 2009; Mena et al., 2012). In order to evaluate the representation theorem
integrals on the fault surface, the package uses the numerical techniques of Spudich and
Archuleta (1987). In this package, the earth is assumed in a 3D Cartesian space with a
free surface at z = 0. The application adopts the crustal structure as a 1D layered elastic
medium; therefore, anelastic attenuation and 3D basin effects is not considered in the
computation. Because the anelastic attenuation effect at near distances is not significant,
this approximation does not notably affect the results (Ameri et al., 2008).
A mid-continent crustal model suggested for CEUS by Mooney et al. (2012) and
W. Mooney (personal communication) was used in the study. We incorporated the crustal
velocity model at shallow depths (to a depth of 1 km) following Somerville et al. (2001).
The crustal structure model used in this study is summarized in Table 2-1.

Table 2-1. The Midcontinent Crustal Structure Model Used in Simulations for CEUS
Z (km)
0.0
1.0
10.0
20.0
40.0

Vp (km/s) Vs (km/s)
4.9
2.83
6.1
3.52
6.5
3.75
6.7
3.87
8.1
4.68
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ρ (g/cm3)
2.52
2.74
2.83
2.88
3.33

Long-period synthetic seismograms are generated computationally fairly quickly
compared to the 3D codes, and include the complete response of the earth structure (i.e.,
P and S waves, surface waves, leaky modes, and near field terms) (Spudich and Xu,
2003). COMPSYN generates LF Green’s functions at receiver locations in the form of
tractions on a fault plane by taking advantage of reciprocity theorem. The kinematic
source characteristics (e.g., slip, and slip velocity) are employed to convolve with the
Green’s functions in order to develop ground-motion spectra at receiver’s location. The
Green’s function calculation is performed in the frequency/wavenumber domain
implementing the finite element technique. The technical approach for solving the wave
equations are fully described in Olson et al. (1984) and Spudich and Xu, (2003). A brief
description of general equations is provided in the Appendix.

2.4

High-frequency Simulation
High-frequency seismograms are computed using the summed point-source

stochastic synthetics first formulated by Boore (1983) using the program SMSIM (Boore,
2005, 2012) over the fault plane. The total Fourier amplitude spectrum of displacement

Y (M0 , R, f ) for horizontal ground motions due to shear-wave propagation can be
represented as:

Y (M 0, R, f ) = E(M 0 , f )× P(R, f )× G( f )× I( f )

( 2-7 )

(Boore, 2003), in which E(M0 , f ) is the point-source spectrum term, P( R, f ) is the path
effect function, G ( f ) is the site-response term, I ( f ) is the ground-motion type, M0 is the
seismic moment (dyn.cm), R is the distance (km), and f is the frequency (Hz).
In this study, the fault is divided into the number of subfaults and the response of
synthetic seismogram for each subfault is calculated and multiplied by a stress-drop
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factor. The use of stress drop (rather than slip) in HF simulation is due to the correlation
between spectral amplitudes of radiated energy and the stress drop at higher frequencies
(Frankel, 2009). Assatourian and Atkinson (2007) suggested the use of variable stress
parameters in the finite-fault method. Frankel (2009) implemented fractal distribution of
the stress drop on the fault and used stress-drop factors in HF synthetics of his
simulations.
Here, we employed the static stress-drop distribution for a given slip distribution
proposed by Ripperger and Mai (2004) and Andrews (1980). Hence, the local stress drop
that is used in HF synthetic simulations is correlated with the local slip on the fault that
was implemented in the simulation of LF synthetics. An identical subfaults size and
rupture timing along the fault have been used in HF and LF synthetic simulations. The
total root mean square value of stress drop over the fault is considered 250 bars for CEUS
following Pezeshk et al. (2011).
A simple ω -square source spectrum model is implemented for HF synthetic
simulations. The path effect includes both geometrical spreading and anelastic
attenuation. The frequency dependent Q function is given by Q = 893f

0.32

to represent

the anelastic attenuation of the spectral amplitude for CEUS (Pezeshk et al., 2011). The
geometrical spreading (as a function of the distance) is assumed following Pezeshk et al.
(2011). The value of site k0 = 0.005 is used in order to account for the diminution of
path-independent loss of high-frequency motions following Atkinson and Boore (2006,
2011) and Pezeshk et al. (2011). The combined source and path duration is given by

1/ fa + χ × R , where R is the distance, fa is the corner frequency associated with the
subevent and χ is a distance-dependent constant. The subevent fa is calculated from
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fa = 4.9 ×106 × β × (∆σ M0 )1/3 given by Brune (1970) in which β is the shear wave
velocity, ∆σ and M 0 are the subevent stress drop and subevent seismic moment,
respectively. Table 2-2 shows the summary of values that are used for different
parameters for the HF stochastic simulations.
The relation between subevent and main event areas ( ASub and AMain), with the
corresponding seismic moments ( M 0Sub and M 0Main for subevent and mainshock) for a
constant stress drop and a circular rupture is given by

M 0 Sub= M 0 Main×(

ASub 1.5
)
AMain

( 2-8 )

By implementing the empirical relation between seismic moment ( M 0 ) and
moment magnitude (M) as log M0 = 1.5M + 9.05 ( M 0 in N.m unit) in equation (2-8), the
relation between moment magnitude of main event ( M WMain ), subevent moment
magnitude ( M WSub ), and number of subfaults would be

M

WSub

= M WMain − log10 (nl × nw )

( 2-9 )

in which nl and nw are numbers of the grid spacing along the fault length and width,
respectively. The stochastic HF Green’s functions in any subfault is generated using a
different initial random seed number. HF stochastic synthetics in subfaults are summed
over the fault plane and then convolved with a STF proposed by Frankel (1995). The
purpose of the convolution is to ensure the acceleration spectrum (Fourier) amplitude is
somehow constant for frequencies less than the corner frequency of the subevents and
greater than the transition frequency (Frankel, 1995, 2009).
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Finally, the LF and HF synthetics are passed through the matched Butterworth
filters and combined to make the broadband synthetics. The variability of the slip rate and
stress-drop distributions over the fault plane have significant effects on the simulated
ground motions, particularly on the near-source ground motions. The importance of the
implemented standard deviation of the static and dynamic stress drop has been
investigated in studies by Song and Dolguer (2013) and Cotton et al. (2013). In this
study, the standard deviation (sigma) for slip (and stress) is allowed to be at most twice
the computed mean slip (and stress) in different simulations.

2.5

Setting up Shaking Scenarios
2.5.1 Fault Model
In this study, synthetic seismograms are generated from different shaking

scenarios associated with M 5.5, 6.5, and 7.5 magnitudes. The first and most important
part of setting up a problem is to properly define the fault geometry of the main event as
well as subevents. A number of relations have been proposed to estimate the rupture area
derived from different data types. Wells and Coppersmith (1994), Hanks and Bakun
(2002), and Working Group on California Earthquake Probabilities (WGCEP, 2003)
relations are derived from the indirect earthquake measurements (e.g., aftershock zones
and surface rupture length). Some other relations are based on the direct measurements
from the rupture models and are derived from the seismic radiation (see Somerville et al.,
1999, Mai and Beroza, 2000, and Somerville, 2006). Following Wells and Coppersmith
(1994), rupture dimensions of 18 km length (L) by 15 km width (W) are determined for

M 6.5. Olsen (2012) calculated three sets of fault parameters for 1811–1812 New Madrid
shaking scenarios based on Somerville et al. (2009) relation for stable continental regions
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( M = 4.35 + log10 [ area] ). He applied the following fault geometry: 70 × 22 km for M
7.4 (dip 90° ), 60 × 40 km for M 7.6 (dip 38° ), and 140 × 22 km for M 7.7 (dip 90° ).

Frankel (2009) averaged the results from the previously discussed relations (both direct
and indirect data type relations) and used 150 by 15 km for M 7.5 in his simulations. A
rupture geometry of 5 by 5 km and 150 by 15 km is used for M 5.5, and M 7.5,
respectively.
The earthquakes’ depths (so-called seismogenic zone) are generally distributed in
the 3–15 km range. The lower seismogenic depth is usually estimated based on the
maximum depth of microsesmicity in a given region. The upper limit of the seismogenic
zone is a controversial topic and marks the depth above which the rupture does not occur
(Stanislavsky and Garven, 2002). This minimum depth is generally considered in the
earthquake scenario models to diminish the near surface seismic moment at each region
in order to match observations. Frankel (2009) assumes a minimum depth of rupture of 3
km in all magnitude simulations. Atkinson and Boore (2011) applied a magnitudedependent relation of ZTOR = 21− 2.5M to estimate the depth to the top of the rupture
surface ( ZTOR ). Compatible with the geological observations, Olsen (2012) used 1 km as
the minimum depth of rupture M 7.4–7.7 events in NMSZ. In our simulations, we have
assumed 1.0–3.0 km for M 7.5, 2.0–4.0 km for M 6.5 and, 3.0–5.0 km for M 5.5
simulations as the minimum depth of seismogenic zone for CEUS.
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Table 2-2. Median Values Used for Different Parameters in HF Stochastic Synthetic
simulation (Pezeshk et al., 2011).
Parameter
Source spectrum model

CEUS

Stress parameter, ∆σ (bars)

250

Single-corner-frequency

ω −2

Shear-wave velocity at source depth, 3.7
βs (km/s)
Density at source depth, ρs (gm/cc)

2.8

Geometric spreading, Z (R)

 R −1.3 ; R < 70 km
 +0.2
 R ;70 ≤ R < 140 km
 R −0.5 ; R ≥ 140 km


Quality factor, Q

max(1000,893 f 0.32 )

Source duration, Ts (s)

1 fa

Path duration, Tp (s)

R ≤ 10 km
0;
+0.16 R; 10 < R < 70 km


−0.03R; 70 < R ≤ 130 km
+0.04 R; R > 130 km

Site amplification, A(f)

Atkinson and Boore (2006)

Kappa, k0 (s)

0.005

Applying smaller subfault sizes in finite-fault modeling are appealing since they
allow more precise modeling of rupture directivity effects and spatial slip variation
(Hartzell et al, 1999); however, increase in the number of cells is computationally
expensive. Frankel (2009) found that the area of subfault (and the corresponding
magnitude of subevent) has an insignificant effect on the calculated mainshock’s spectral
accelerations (SAs), and he used a subfault size of 0.31 km × 0.31 km for simulations of
all magnitude events. Graves and Pitarka (2010) limit the subfault size for the HF
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simulations to about 1.0 km to inhibit destructive interference effects of random phasing
in certain frequencies (Joyner and Boore, 1986). Considering the previous discussion, we
choose the subfault size of 1.0 km × 1.0 km for M 7.5, 0.5 km × 0.5 km for M 6.5, and
0.25 km × 0.25 km for M 5.5 simulations. The relations between the areas and moments
of subevents and the main shock are given in equations (2-8) and (2-9).

2.5.2 Hypocenter Locations
Atkinson and Silva (2000) suggested to use the magnitude-dependent equivalent
point-source depth, h, to account for the hypocenter depth and to modify the distance in
synthetic simulations as a function of the moment magnitude, M. The relation is given by

log10 h = −0.05 + 0.15M

( 2-10 )

Scherbaum et al. (2004) suggested a linear magnitude-dependent relation for the
hypocenter depth, Z HYP , for different strike slip and non-strike slip events as
5.63 + 0.68M
Z HYP = 
11.24 − 0.2M

strike-slip
non-strike-slip

( 2-11 )

Mai et al. (2005) performed a comprehensive statistical analysis on hypocenter
locations in finite-source rupture models to find their location with respect to the overall
fault dimension and asperity regions. They concluded that ruptures initiate close to the
large slip asperities and encounter the larger slip asperity within the first half of the
rupture distance. Moreover, the hypocenter for the crustal dip-slip earthquakes is
preferentially in the deeper portions of the fault plane (about 60% down the fault width).
Considering both equations (2-10) and (2-11) and the previous discussion, we used
hypothetical hypocenters at depths of Z HYP = 12 ± 2 km for M 7.5, Z HYP = 11 ± 1.5 km for
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M 6.5, and Z HYP = 7.5 ± 2.0 km for M 5.5 strike slip simulations. A summary of the fault

parameters used in the simulations is provided in Table 2-3.

Table 2-3. Fault Parameters Used in Simulations

5.5

Fault
Length
(km)
5

6.5
7.5

18
150

M

Fault
Width
(km)
5
12
15

Rupture
Extent in
Depth (km)
3–8
2–14
1–16

Hypocenter
Depth (km)

Dip
(°)

Mech.

Subfault
Size (km)

7.5 ± 2.0

90

SS

0.25 × 0.25

11.0 ± 1.5
12.0 ± 2.0

90
90

SS

0.50 × 0.50
1.0 1.00

SS

SS: Strike Slip

2.5.3 Station Distribution
We generated synthetic seismograms at different azimuthal ranges and with the
closest distance, the Joyner-Boore distance, RJB (Joyner and Boore, 1981) of 2– 200 km.
Stations were azimuthally distributed in such a way as to have the approximately equal
distance from each other at any given RJB distance. Figure 2-2 shows the map of stations
used for M 7.5 simulations. At very close distances to the fault, stations were densely
distributed, but at far distances a minimum number of stations was set to sample the
ground motions at different azimuths. A similar station distribution pattern at the surface
was used for M 6.5 and M 5.5 simulations.
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Figure 2-2. The fault trace and the map of stations used for M 7.5 simulations. Circles
represent stations. The vertical fault trace (90° dip) on the surface is shown as a solid line
with east-west strikes. At any given closest distance to the fault, stations are azimuthally
distributed so as to have almost equal distance to each other.

The average slip and rise time values were calculated based on equations (2-1)
and (2-5), respectively. The Hurst exponent values in different shaking scenarios were
allowed to fluctuate; however, they were restrained to be in the 0.65–0.9 range. Other
parameters used in simulations are listed in Table 2-4.
Figures 2-3 and 2-4 show realizations of the slip, stress drop, rise time and slip
rate distributions as well as rupture propagations over the fault planes for one of the M
7.5, M 6.5, and M 5.5 simulations. Here, we specified three hypocenter locations at 1/4,
1/2 and 3/4 along the fault length. The hypocenter locations are marked with stars in the
slip distribution realization panels. We employed the magnitude-dependent depth for the
nucleation point of hypocenter. The range of hypocenter depths are given in Table 2-3.
A minimum slip value equal to zero was set and the slip distribution scaled to match the
desired moment for the entire faulting area. Contours on slip distribution panels represent
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the rupture front (equations (2-2) and (2-3)). The stress-drop distribution was scaled to
have the root mean square of 250 bars and was used in HF stochastic finite-fault synthetic
simulations. Kinematic rise time values were calculated and distributed over the fault
using equations (2-9)–(2-11).

Table 2-4. Summary of the Key Parameters Used in the Broadband Simulations

Moment
Magnitude
5.5
6.5
7.5

2.6

M0
(1017 N. m)
2.0
63.1
1995.0

Stress
Drops
(bars)
250
250
250

Transition
Freq. (Hz)
3.0
2.4
0.8

Average
Slip
(cm)
25
90
270

Average
Rise Time
(s)
0.38
1.20
3.75

Hurst
Exponent
0.65–0.9
0.65–0.9
0.65–0.9

Results and Validation

Hybrid broadband synthetics were generated using the methodology described
above. The crustal model used is shown in Table 2-1. The generated broadband
accelerograms in this study were recorded at 459 stations for M 7.5, 438 stations for M
6.5, and 384 stations for M 5.5 simulations. By specifying three hypothetical hypocenter
locations along the length of the fault and assigning 3 slip distributions per each
hypocenter location, a total of nine shaking scenarios were defined for each magnitude.
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Figure 2-3. An example of kinematic fault modeling for M 7.5 simulations. (a) The
heterogeneous slip distribution over the faulting area; the pattern of shading
represents the slip values (cm) and contours are rupture times in seconds. Star
indicates the hypothetical hypocenter. (b) The stress-drop distribution in bars, which
is used in the finite-fault stochastic simulations, with a root mean square value over
the fault of 250 bars consistent with CEUS. (c) Distribution of rise time (s), and (d)
slip velocity (cm/s) distribution that are implemented in the deterministic long-period
simulations.
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Figure 2-4. Same as Figure 2-3, but for moment magnitude of (left column) M 6.5 and
(right column) M 5.5 simulations.

Shaking scenarios for engineering applications are observed in terms of different
intensity measures of peak ground acceleration (PGA), peak ground velocity (PGV), peak
ground displacement (PGD) and spectral amplitudes. Each individual intensity measure
signifies different characteristics of seismograms and has been influenced by the
frequency content of a different frequency band (Cultrera et al., 2010). A complete
response of the earth structure was calculated in three components (one vertical and two
horizontal) of LF synthetics.
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For any shaking scenario and at any station location, two sets of HF time histories
were generated, applying different initial random seed numbers to combine with the LF
synthetics and construct the broadband seismograms. The computational effort for
simulations of multiple shaking scenarios was performed on the University of Memphis
Penguin Computing Cluster Servers.

Figure 2-5. An example of the generated acceleration HBB time history from summation
of high-frequency (HF) and low-frequency (LF) synthetics. Synthetics are from one of
the M 7.5 simulations, which are recorded at a station with RJB = 20 km along the strike
of the fault. The top trace is the fault-normal component of deterministic LF synthetic
(from COMPSYN). The middle trace is HF synthetic (from finite-fault stochastic
summations). The bottom trace is the HBB. Note that the time is after initiation of rupture
at the hypocenter.
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Figure 2-6. Fourier spectral amplitudes (FSAs) of HF and LF synthetics around the
transition frequency from one of the simulations for each magnitude. (Left) The
geometric mean of FSAs in the 0.8±0.2 Hz range for one M 7.5 event. The hypocenters
and the patches in both scenarios are located in the middle of the fault along the strike.
(Right) The geometric mean of FSAs in the 2.4±0.2 Hz range for one M 6.5 event. Error
bars are ±1 standard deviation.

Figure 2-5 depicts an example of construction of a broadband seismogram from
the summation of filtered-deterministic LF and filtered-stochastic HF synthetics.
Synthetic time histories presented in Figure 2-5 were generated from a strike slip shaking
scenario with M 7.5 (the hypocenter was at a quarter length of the fault) and were
recorded at a station with RJB = 20 km along the strike of the fault.
The deterministic LF amplitudes should be comparable overall with the stochastic
HF ground-motion amplitudes around the cross over (transition) frequency (Frankel,
2009). At any particular station, the geometric mean of Fourier spectral amplitudes
(FSAs) before they were filtered and combined was computed around the transition
frequency (i.e., ftransition ± 0.2 Hz) for HF and LF synthetics, separately. Considering the
magnitude-dependent cross over frequencies listed in Table 2-4, the geometric mean of
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FSAs were calculated in frequency bands of 2.8–3.2 Hz for M 5.5; 2.2–2.6 Hz for M 6.5;
and 0.6–1.0 Hz for M 7.5 simulations. Two samples of FSA comparisons around
transition frequencies (one for M 6.5 and one for M 7.5) are presented in Figure 2-6. In
this figure, the geometric means of FSAs are plotted based on seismograms from all
stations for one of the shaking scenarios (for each magnitude). We can observe a general
similarity in FSAs of HF and LF synthetics around the cross over frequencies.
Figure 2-7 shows the ratios of the Fourier spectral amplitudes of LF to HF
synthetics around the transition frequencies for M 7.5 and M 6.5. In this figure, these
ratio of LF to HF at each site are calculated and then averaged among all stations with the
same distance but different azimuths. We considered results from three shaking scenarios
with the hypocenter locations at L/4, L/2 and 3L/4 at each magnitude in this figure.

Figure 2-7. Ratios FSAs of the LF to HF synthetics around the transition frequency. The
ratios represents the average from three different shaking scenarios with the
hypocenters located at L/4, L/2, and 3L/4 along the strike for magnitudes of (left) M
7.5 and (right) M 6.5. Error bars are ±1 standard deviation.
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Figures 2-8, 2-9, and 2-10 depict an ensemble of generated broadband
acceleration time histories for stations with closest distances, RJB , of 10, 50, 80, 120, and
200 km from one of the shaking scenarios with M 7.5, 6.5, and 5.5, respectively. In these
figures, fault-normal components of accelerograms are plotted for two sets of stations:
one set along the strike of the fault and the other set perpendicular to the fault’s strike at
the fault center. The time represents the origin of the time after the initiation of rupture at
the hypocenters. As was expected, peak ground accelerations (PGA) were reduced with
the distance. The effect of the magnitude on the shaking duration was apparent in these
seismograms.
An overall increase of shaking duration from M 5.5 to M 6.5 and to M 7.5 could
be perceived in Figures 2-8, 2-9, and 2-10. This concept could be clearly observed by
comparing the duration of synthetics from different magnitude simulations, recorded at
stations with similar distances to the fault (and particularly at closer distances).
In Figure 2-11, examples of LF fault-normal and fault-parallel components of
velocity time histories for a set of stations in the distance range of 10–200 km from one
of M 6.5 simulations are shown. The stations are located perpendicular to the strike of the
fault at the fault center. The positions of the nucleation points and patched were assumed
almost at the center of the fault area.
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Figure 2-8. Generated broadband acceleration time histories (cm/s2) from one of the
shaking scenarios with M 7.5 for two sets of the stations with the closest distances of
10, 50, 80, 120, and 200 km. The fault-normal component of seismograms are shown
in all panels. (Left) Stations along the strike of the fault and (right) stations located
perpendicular to the fault’s strike at the middle of the fault.
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Figure 2-9. Same as Figure 2-8 but from M 6.5 simulations. (Left) Stations along the
strike of the fault and (right) stations located perpendicular to the fault’s strike and in the
middle of the fault.
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Figure 2-10. Same as Figure 2-8 but from M 5.5 simulations. (Left) Stations along the
strike of the fault and (right) stations located perpendicular to the fault’s strike and in
the middle of the fault.
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Figure 2-11. Example of generated velocity time histories (cm/s) from one of the shaking
scenarios with M 6.5 for two stations located perpendicular to the fault’s strike at the
middle of the fault with the closest distances of 10, 50, 80, 120, and 200 km. (Left) Faultnormal component and (right) fault-parallel components.
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We compared pseudospectral accelerations (PSAs) of synthetic seismograms with
GMPEs suggested for the CEUS region. The PSAs are computed for a single-degree-offreedom (SDOF) system with a 5% critical damping ratio. Boore et al. (2006) proposed
two orientation-independent measures of ground motions: geometric mean using perioddependent rotation angels (GMRotDpp) and geometric mean using period-independent
rotation angels (GMRotIpp). In this study the orientation-independent period-dependent
geometric mean (i.e., GMRotD50) of two orthogonal horizontal motions at any station
were calculated using the procedure described in Boore et al. (2006), and implemented
using the package provided in Boore’s website.
Figures 2-12, 2-13, and 2-14 show the PSAs of the generated seismograms at
periods of 0.2, 1.0, and 3.0 seconds from 6 simulations of M 7.5, 6.5, and 5.5, in the
closest distance range of 2–200 km. The GMPEs by Pezeshk et al. (2011), referred to as
P11, and by Atkinson and Boore (2006, 2011), referred to as AB06ˊ, were used for
comparison. In these figures, the median (and median ± 1 standard deviation for Pezeshk
et al., 2011) spectral acceleration values were plotted as well as the synthetics’ PSAs. The
overall agreement between the attenuations and the synthetics’ PSAs was observed at
different periods. Considering a range of transition frequencies (i.e., 0.8–3.0 Hz) used for
different earthquake magnitudes, the PSA values at periods of 0.2 and 3.0 s were mainly
controlled by HF and LF synthetics, respectively. Both HF and LF synthetics contribute
to the spectral accelerations at the period of 1.0 s; However, PSAs at 1.0 s for M 7.5 and
5.5 have mostly been influenced by HF and LF synthetics, respectively. Thus, owing to
the assumed magnitude-dependent transition frequencies, the effect of LF synthetics on
PSAs at 1.0 s period lessened with increase of magnitude.
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Figure 2-12. Comparison of pseudospectral accelerations (PSAs) of generated broadband
synthetics for a number of M 7.5 simulations with GMPEs of Pezeshk et al. (2011),
reffered to as (P11), and Atkinson and Boore (2006, 2011), reffered to as AB06ˊ. PSAs
are plotted for periods of (top) 0.2 s, (middle) 1.0 s, and (bottom) 3.0 s. Error bars show
±1 standard deviation from mean values at any given distance.
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Figure 2-13. Same as Figure 2-12 but for M 6.5 simulations.
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Figure 2-14. Same as Figure 2-12 but for M 5.5 simulations.
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The larger scatter at longer periods (i.e., 3.0 s and higher) PSAs was perceived. It
could be interpreted as the effects of kinematic source modeling and the deterministic
wave propagation (such as the variability of slip distribution, rupture propagation,
radiation pattern, directivity effects, etc.) and PSA’s sensitivity to these parameters
(Cultrera et al., 2010 and Frankel, 2009).
A more precise investigation of the spectrum-compatibility of synthetics indicated
that for M 7.5 events, Pezeshk et al. (2011) and Atkinson and Boore (2006, 2011)
GMPEs give higher PSA values at 0.2 s than the synthetics at distances of 20–70 km. At
1.0 and 3.0 s periods, synthetics generally agree well with both GMPEs from 2 to 200
km. In addition, spectral saturation at both 1.0 and 3.0 s periods was observed at very
close distances of RJB < 10 km to the fault. The 3.0 s PSAs showed larger scatter than the
1.0 s. As discussed earlier, the larger variability of PSAs at longer periods was the
consequence of the sensitivity of seismograms to the slip distribution, the focal
mechanism, and the radiation pattern used in the kinematic source modeling, as well as
the rupture directivity effects.
The 0.2 s PSAs for M 6.5 events and for the close-in distances were lower than
the median values of the other attenuation relationships (however, are distributed in one
standard deviation band for Pezeshk et al., 2011 GMPE). In both the 1.0 and 3.0 s
periods, the synthetics’ PSAs matched with both attenuation relations. At the 3.0 s period
and for close-in distances, the tendency toward having super saturation of spectral
acceleration was observed.
Similar to the other magnitudes, for M 5.5 earthquake scenarios, an overall
agreement between attenuation relations and synthetics spectral accelerations at 0.2, 1.0
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and 3.0 s periods was apparent in all distances. At the 1.0 and 3.0 s periods and close
distances to the fault, the synthetics’ PSAs mainly fell between the median of two
attenuation relations. At far distances, the 3.0 s PSAs showed higher spectral amplitudes
than the GMPEs. Similar to M 7.5 and 6.5 events, the 3.0 s PSAs had larger variability
than the 1.0 s period for M 5.5 shaking scenarios.
As discussed earlier, the spectral accelerations at 0.2 s period were mainly
controlled by the stochastic portion of broadband synthetics. To test the proposed finitefault simulation approach, we compared 0.2 s PSAs resulting from M 5.5 and M 6.5
simulations in this study with those derived from point-source stochastic method using
the program SMSIM (Boore 2005, 2012). It was expected to observe comparable ground
motions from small earthquakes at far distances produced from finite-source and pointsource simulation methods (Boore, 2009). The M 5.5 and M 6.5 events were chosen
because they have smaller faulting areas and may be treated as the point-sources at far
distances (particularly M 5.5 events). For this purpose, 25 point-source simulations were
run (for each magnitude and with different initial random seed number).
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Figure 2-15. Comparison of 0.2 s spectral acceleration for (top) M 5.5, (middle) M 6.5,
and (bottom) M 7.5 from the point-source (SMSIM) and the finite-fault (this study)
simulation methods. Error bars show ±1 standard deviation from mean values at any
given distance.
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Figure 2-15 illustrates the comparison of the mean and one standard deviation of
0.2 s PSAs associated with synthetics deriving from the point-source stochastic method
and this study for M 5.5, M 6.5 and M 7.5 events. The results showed that the 0.2 s PSAs
from the two methods were analogous at far distances compared to the associated faulting
areas (i.e., for distances of RJB > 20 km and RJB > 40 km for M 5.5 and M 6.5
earthquakes, respectively). At short distances, the point-source method generates slightly
higher 0.2 s PSAs than the finite-fault broadband method except for M 5.5 events at the
very close distance of 2 km (on average the ratios are about 1.08–1.20). Figures 2-16 and
2-17 show the comparison of the finite-fault and point-source methods for all three
magnitudes at different spectral periods of 1.0 and 3.0 s, respectively.
2.7

Conclusions

We have simulated broadband synthetics based on a proposed hybrid broadband
technique for the CEUS region. Synthetic seismograms were produced for M 5.5, 6.5 and
7.5 events and were recorded at stations with the closest distances to the fault of 2–200
km. A DWFE technique was implemented to calculate the long-period Green’s functions.
The HF part of synthetics was derived from a finite-fault stochastic model. Finally, the
hybrid broadband seismograms were obtained by implementing a pair matched low-pass
and high-pass Butterworth filters applied to the HF and LF synthetics, respectively. To
conserve the radiated energy over the entire fault, a stress-scaling factor was multiplied to
the subfault’s stochastic Green’s functions before they were summed. Different shaking
scenarios compatible with M 5.5–7.5 were defined. Some of the scenarios were set to
capture significant directivity effects, with larger peak ground motions in the direction of
rupture propagation.
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To validate the procedure, PSAs of the broadband synthetics (with 5% damping)
were compared with the GMPEs proposed by Pezeshk et al. (2011) and Atkinson and
Boore (2006, 2011). An overall agreement between the synthetics’ PSAs and attenuation
relations has been observed (see Figures. 2-12, 2–13, and 2-14). The results were
discussed in more detail in the Results and Validation section.
A comparison between the stochastic point source and the proposed finite-fault
method was performed as a test of the procedure in order to evaluate spectral amplitudes
at far distances from low magnitude events. The results (see Figure 2-15) indicated that
PSAs at the 0.2 s period from broadband synthetics agreed well with point-source
simulations at comparable far-in distances. In addition, we compared the results of the
stochastic point source with the finite-fault method at longer periods of 1.0 and 3.0 s. At
close distances and longer periods the over-saturation effect is observed and the finitefault method generates lower spectral accelerations than the stochastic point-source
method. In the intermediate distance range (40–120 km) the finite-fault method simulates
the higher PSAs; however, this trend is reversed at far distances.
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Figure 2-16. Same as Figure 2-15 but for spectral period of 1.0 s.
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Figure 2-17. Same as Figure 2-15 but for spectral period of 3.0 s.
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In this study, we implemented the recent proposed parameters and relations
compatible with geological and seismological data of CEUS. This information provided
overall characteristics of the expected ground motions in this region. The variability of
some kinematic parameters such as position of hypocenter, slip distribution, STF, and
rupture propagation was considered; however, the effects of different crustal models and
different focal mechanisms (other than strike slip) have not been yet investigated.
Additional earthquake scenarios should be run in the future to assess the effect of
different crustal model and other focal mechanisms. Variability analysis of the
parameters will be performed and addressed in future studies.
The large number of generated seismograms provided variability in intensity
measures of PGA, PGV, PGD, and PSAs that could be observed at different sites in
CEUS. To obtain a broader variability at CEUS, the modeling of other earthquake source
mechanisms is required. The seismograms could be used in different earthquake
engineering and/or engineering seismology applications.
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3

Hybrid Empirical Ground Motion Models for CENA using Hybrid Broadband

Simulations and NGA-West2 Models

3.1

Introduction

Ground-motion prediction equations (GMPEs) or ground-motion models (GMMs)
provide the expected level of shaking in terms of ground-motion intensity measures as a
function of earthquake magnitude, site-to-source distance, and local site parameters (and
sometimes also as a function of style of faulting mechanism and other parameters). Such
ground-motion models are used in seismic hazard and risk applications as well as sitespecific engineering studies (Kramer, 1996; Bozorgnia and Campbell, 2004; Stirling,
2014). The intensity measures or parameters mostly referred to as the peak ground
motions include peak ground acceleration (PGA), peak ground velocity (PGV), and
damped pseudo-absolute response spectral accelerations (PSAs), usually 5%-damped
PSAs. In active crustal regions with high seismicity where strong ground motions are
well recorded, such as the active tectonic area of western North America (WNA), GMMs
are empirically developed from the recorded earthquakes by applying empirical
regressions of observed amplitudes against predictor variables (Douglas, 2003; 2011). On
the other hand, for regions with the historical seismicity but deficient recorded strong
ground motions such as central and eastern North America (CENA), GMMs are
theoretically or semi-empirically constructed (Campbell, 2003; Bozorgnia and Campbell,
2004; Pezeshk et al., 2011).
Recent empirical ground-motion models (EGMMs) in active crustal regions
include Abrahamson et al. (2014), Boore et al. (2014), Campbell and Bozorgnia (2014),
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Chiou and Youngs (2014), and Idriss (2014) relations developed as part of the Next
Generation Attenuation project (i.e., NGA-West2) by the Pacific Earthquake Engineering
Research Center (PEER) (Bozorgnia et al., 2014).
In regions where there are demands for engineering and/or seismological
applications but lack of strong recorded ground motions, generation of the synthetic
earthquake time series is a promising solution (Ghodrati et al., 2011; Pezeshk et al.,
2011). The stochastic method is a simulation approach commonly used by engineers and
seismologists to generate strong ground motions for the desired earthquake magnitude
and distance utilizing the seismological model in a simple yet powerful manner (Boore
1983; 2003; Hanks and McGuire, 1981). The point-source stochastic method predicts the
ground motions by considering a random process over almost all frequencies, so it is
deficient in capturing the inherent near-source characteristics (particularly in the long
period portion) that are usually observed in the recorded data. This deficiency is
improved by applying the stochastic double corner frequency model (Atkinson and Silva,
1997; Atkinson and Boore, 1998) and, more effectively, by using the finite-fault
stochastic model (Beresnev and Atkinson, 2002; Motazedian and Atkinson, 2005;
Atkinson and Boore, 2006).
The hybrid broadband (HBB) simulation method is another earthquake simulation
technique in which broadband synthetics for the entire frequency band of interest are
developed by combining deterministically-generated long-period synthetics with highfrequency synthetics. Recent technological developments in high performance computing
enables researchers to utilize and extend the implementation of broadband simulation
techniques in broader applications. Examples of broadband models are proposed and
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incorporated by Zeng et al. (1994), Hartzell et al. (2005), Liu et al. (2006), Frankel
(2009), Graves and Pitarka (2004; 2010), Mai et al. (2010), Mena et al. (2010), Olsen
(2012), and Shahjouei and Pezeshk (2015a). Summaries of validation of ground-motion
simulation methods used on the Southern California Earthquake Center (SCEC)
Broadband Platform (BBP)—an open-source software for the physic-based groundmotion simulation—are recently presented by studies of Anderson (2015), Atkinson and
Assatourians (2015), Crempien and Archuleta (2015), Douglas et al. (2015), Goulet et al.
(2015), Graves and Pitarka (2015), and Olsen and Takedatsu (2015).
As discussed earlier, synthetic seismograms are implemented to develop GMMs
for CENA in the absence of sufficient appropriately recorded strong ground motions. A
number of ground-motion relations are currently available and are used in this region: the
stochastic-based, hybrid empirical-based, reference empirical-based, and full wave-based
(or numerical-based) models. Frankel et al. (1996), Toro et al. (1997), Toro (2002), and
Silva et al. (2002) developed GMMs using the stochastic method (with single corner
frequency). Ground-motion relations developed by Atkinson and Boore (2006, 2011)
incorporated the stochastic finite-fault simulations (with dynamic corner frequency).
Campbell (2003; 2007), Tavakoli and Pezeshk (2005), and Pezeshk et al. (2011)
proposed hybrid-empirical GMMs for eastern North America (ENA). Pezeshk et al.
(2015) updated their model using the new sets of parameters as part of the NGA-East
project. Atkinson (2008) suggested a reference empirical model based on regional
ground-motion observations in ENA. Later on, she revised her model in light of new data
and presented it in Atkinson and Boore (2011). A full waveform simulation technique is
used by Somerville et al. (2001; 2009) to develop GMMs.
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National Seismic Hazard Maps (NSHMs) published by the U.S. Geological
Survey (USGS) are reliable sources used by engineering design firms to estimate seismic
loads in a region. Such estimations are implemented in seismic provisions of national
building codes for the purpose of seismic analysis and design of structures. Selected
ground-motion models are significant contributions to the seismic hazard analysis, and
consequently to NSHMs.
For the central and eastern U.S. (CEUS), the 2014 update of the USGS National
Seismic Hazard Maps (NSHMs) published by the U.S. Geological Survey (i.e., 2014
USGS NSHMs) incorporated the following ground-motion relations: Frankel et al.
(1996), Toro et al. (1997), Toro (2002), Silva et al. (2002), Atkinson and Boore (2006;
2011), Campbell (2003), Tavakoli and Pezeshk (2005), Pezeshk et al. (2011), Somerville
et al. (2001), and Atkinson and Boore (2011) through a logic tree process by assigning
different weights to each model. The weights are assigned based on parameters such as
the model type, applicability of the model over the distance range, etc. (Petersen et al.,
2014).
This study proposes an alternative hybrid empirical GMM for CENA by
implementing the hybrid broadband simulation technique and using the recent proposed
empirical NGA-West2 GMMs (Abrahamson et al., 2014; Boore et al., 2014; Campbell
and Bozorgnia, 2014; Chiou and Young, 2014; Idriss, 2014). Synthetics are generated for
both host (WNA) and target (CENA) regions using the hybrid broadband simulation
approach recently proposed by the authors (Shahjouei and Pezeshk, 2015). In this study,
the recent updated and suggested geological and seismological parameters in the
synthetic simulations are incorporated. The model is developed for the moment
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magnitudes (M) in the range of 5–8, and for the Joyner-Boore distances (RJB: horizontal
distance to the surface projection of the rupture plane) in the range of 2–1000 km. The
new model provides PGA (g), PGV (cm/s), and 5%-damped PSA (g) in the spectral
period range of 0.01–10s for a generic hard rock site condition with shear velocity of
3000 m/s in CENA (Hashash et al., 2014). The proposed model is compared with the
available GMMs and validated with the recorded data in the region. The median GMM is
recently published in the PEER report as part of the NGA-East multidisciplinary research
project (chapter 7 by Shahjouei and Pezeshk, 2015b). This study is updating Shahjouei
and Pezeshk (2015b) by considering additional earthquake simulations using the most
recent seismological parameters. The refined median GMMs as well as the aleatory
variability and epistemic uncertainty model are presented in this manuscript.
3.2

Review of Hybrid Empirical Method

The hybrid empirical method (HEM) is a powerful technique to develop GMMs
in regions with a shortage of recorded strong ground motions. The procedure was first
proposed by Campbell (1981) to estimate ground motions in ENA. The idea also was
implemented by Nuttli and Herrmann (1984) to develop ground-motion models in the
Mississippi Valley. Abrahamson and Silva (2001) and Atkinson (2001) afterward used
the HEM technique in ENA. Campbell (2003) provided a comprehensive mathematical
framework for HEM and developed the GMM for this region. Tavakoli and Pezeshk
(2005) applied the HEM technique and proposed ground-motion models for ENA using
stochastic simulations. Later, Pezeshk et al. (2011) revised their previous models using
the updated seismological parameters and empirical ground-motion models provided in
the NGA-West1 project (Power et al., 2008). A complete review and evaluation of
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ground-motion relations that applied the HEM technique for ENA was presented by
Campbell (2014).
3.3

Framework

HEM derives the ground-motion model for the desired region (target) based on
some modifications on the empirical ground-motion models which have already been
developed in the well-recorded earthquake area (host). The modification is performed
using the regional adjustment factors which are the ratios of the intensity measures of
ground motions between two regions.
In this study, WNA is selected as the host because there are well constrained
empirical GMMs available to use for this region. Furthermore, seismological models
used in synthetic simulations which represent the earthquake source, wave propagation,
site condition, and crustal structure models exist for both the target (ENA) and host
(WNA) regions. The regional modifications implemented in HEM account for the
differences in seismological models such as source scaling and wave propagation used in
synthetic simulations (Campbell, 2007; Pezeshk et al., 2011).
The broadband synthetics for the two regions are calculated using the HBB
simulation technique. The applied model parameters will be described and presented in
the following section. By applying adjustment factors the hybrid empirical estimates of
ground motions are calculated and are then used to develop GMMs for CENA.
3.4

Ground Motion Simulation

In the previous applications of HEM, Tavakoli and Pezeshk (2005), Campbell
(2003; 2007) and Pezeshk et al. (2011) used the stochastic method in synthetic
simulations. Shahjouei and Pezeshk (2015a) generated broadband synthetics for CENA
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using a hybrid broadband simulation technique. In this study, we have extended the
application of the procedure to develop broadband synthetics for both CENA and WNA
to be applied in HEM. In the broadband procedure, the low-frequency (LF) portion of
synthetics is obtained through a deterministic approach, implementing kinematic source
models and the discrete wavenumber-finite element method for wave propagation using
the program COMPSYN (Spudich and Xu, 2003).
The high-frequency (HF) portions are derived from a finite-fault stochastic
simulation where the heterogeneous stress distribution over the fault is used. We have
implemented the stochastic approach of the SMSIM program (Boore, 2012) to obtain the
HF part of the synthetics. These stochastic synthetics are summed up over the fault plane,
scaled with the magnitude, and then combined with the long-period traces using matched
filters. The flowchart of the procedure along with the detailed information were described
in Shahjouei and Pezeshk (2015a) and is presented in Figure B1 in the Appendix B. To
compute intensity measures, two components of the broadband synthetics at each station
generated from each shaking scenario are rotated and the RotD50 intensity parameters of
broadband synthetics are computed. The RotD50 is an alternative designation of the
mean horizontal component that is orientation-independent, while spectral perioddependent. In other words, it is a single component across all non-redundant azimuths
(Boore, 2010). The RotD50 intensities are calculated using the package provided by
David Boore in his website (Boore, 2010; Boore et al., 2006).
To consider uncertainties associated with applying different parameters, at any
given magnitude of M5.0, 5.5, 6.0, 6.5, 7.0, 7.5, and 8.0, we have defined 9 and 18
source representations of strike slip faulting mechanisms for WNA and CENA,
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respectively. The variability includes the hypocenter locations, distributions of slip,
stress, rise time, slip velocity, and rupture propagation over the fault plane. Other faulting
mechanisms such as reverse faulting with shallower dips will be considered in future
studies. The ground-motion intensity measures are obtained from synthetic time histories
generated from 63 (9×7) and 126 (18×7) earthquake source models in WNA and CENA,
respectively. The source models respectively represented 9 and 18 shaking scenarios used
for each of 7 earthquake magnitude simulations. These synthetics are calculated at
stations with a distance range of 2–1000 km distributed with different azimuths.
3.5

Long Period Simulation Parameters

The LF synthetics are calculated based on the mathematical framework of the
discrete wavenumber-finite element technique provided in the COMPSYN package
(Spudich and Xu, 2003) which has been widely used in the literature. The software
package generates the low-frequency Green’s function based on the predefined kinematic
source characteristics. Shahjouei and Pezeshk (2015a) represented several examples of
kinematic source models in which distributions of the slip, rise time, slip velocity, and
stress over the finite-fault plane as well as the rupture front are represented. A kinematic
source representation used in this study is discussed next.

3.5.1 Rupture Areas
There are few empirical equations that provide an estimate of the faulting areas
and dimensions. Such relations are derived either from the indirect earthquake
measurement (e.g., rupture length) as proposed by Wells and Coppersmith (1994),
Working Group on California Earthquake Probabilities (WGCEP, 2003), and Hanks and
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Bakun (2002), or from the direct earthquake measurement (e.g., seismic radiation) as
proposed by Somerville et al. (1999), Mai and Beroza (2000), and Somerville (2006).
We employed the average results from the abovementioned models to calculate
fault dimensions in the WNA as a tectonically active area. Somerville et al. (2001; 2009)
suggested using smaller rupture areas for stable continental regions like CENA (as
compared to active tectonic regions), which is also considered in the source modeling of
CENA in this study. A summary of the fault geometry and rupture areas used in this
study is provided in Table 3-1. Table 3-1 includes the length and width fault, the depth
ranges applied to the top of ruptures and hypocenter locations for all magnitude
simulations. The parameters are consistent with the suggested and applied values from
the other studies in the NGA-East project (e.g., Frankel, 2015).

Table 3-1. The fault geometry used in synthetic simulations.
M

CENA (km)

WNA (km)

L

W

ZTOR

ZHypo

L

W

ZTOR

Zhypo

2
5

3
5

3–5
3–5

6.5±1.5
7.5±2.0

3.0
4.5

4
4.5

3–4
3–4

6.0±1.0
6.5±1.0

8
18

6
12

3–5
2–4

8.0±1.5
11.0±1.5

12
18

7
12

3–4
2–3

8.5±1.0
12±1.5

23

12

2–4

11.0±1.5

50

13

2–3

12±1.5

7.5

150

15

2–3

12.0±2.0

150

15

1–2

13.5±2

8.0

150

22

2–3

17.0±2.0

180

25

1–2

18±2

5.0
5.5
6.0
6.5
7.0
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3.5.2 Slip, Rise Time, and Slip Rate Distributions
The estimated average slip for a given magnitude and faulting area is distributed
over the fault plane assuming a wavenumber-squared spectral decay, k-2 (Graves and
Pitarka, 2010). The heterogeneous slip distribution is constructed using the von Karman
auto correlation function (ACF) suggested by Mai and Beroza (2002) as a spatial random
field model. Rupture initiated at a hypothetical location is propagated over the fault plane
following the proposed approach by Graves and Pitarka (2010). A depth-dependent
rupture velocity is used in the procedure. The rupture front in this approach is calculated
as a function of the local, maximum, and average of slip over the fault plane as well as
the seismic moment.
The slip velocity is calculated using source time functions (STF) and the rise time
parameter. The simulations are performed using different STFs in different simulations.
Examples of STFs are boxcar, exponential, and Regularized Yoffe (Tinti et al., 2005; Liu
et al., 2006). In this study, the average rise time parameter for CENA and WNA are
calculated using the magnitude-dependent relations proposed by Somerville et al. (1999;
2001; 2006; 2009) and the dip-dependent modification suggested by Graves and Pitarka
(2010). The rise time is also heterogeneously distributed over the fault area implementing
the approach suggested by Graves and Pitarka (2010). This local slip-dependent and
depth-dependent distribution approach accounts for the trade-off between assuming a
constant slip velocity and a constant rise time. A summary of some of the source
parameters in our simulations is provided in Table 3-2.
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3.5.3 Hypocenter Location and Seismogenic Zone
Usually the earthquake’s depths are distributed in the range of 3–15 km. The
upper depth of the seismogenic zone, or depth of the top of rupture, ZTOR, is a
controversial topic (Stanislavsky and Garven, 2002). Atkinson and Boore (2011) used a
magnitude-dependent equation ( ZTOR = 21. − 2.5M) to estimate ZTOR. Frankel (2009)
applied a 3 km depth in simulations for all magnitudes for WNA. Simulations of M7.4–
7.7 New Madrid Seismic Zone (NMSZ) events are performed using 1 km as the
minimum depth of rupture in the study of Olsen (2012). Following the previous
discussion and to be consistent with observations of CEUS Seismic Source
Characterization as part of the NGA-East project, we implemented a magnitudedependent depth of 2–5 km and 1–4 km as ZTOR for M8–5, in CENA and WNA,
respectively.
Atkinson and Silva (2001) used a magnitude dependent relation

(log10 h = −0.05 + 0.15M) to estimate the hypocenter depth to be incorporated in the
point-source stochastic simulations. The relation was revised to

log10 h = max(−0.05 + 0.15M, −1.72 + 0.43M) in the study of Yenier and Atkinson
(2014). Other magnitude-dependent relations to estimate the hypocenter depth are
proposed by Scherbaum et al. (2004) for different styles of fault mechanism
( Z Hyp = 5.63 + 0.68M for strike slip and Z Hyp = 11.24 − 0.2M for non-strike slip). Mai et
al. (2005) suggested the hypocenter depth for crustal dip-slip earthquakes to be about the
lower 60% of the rupture depth. Based on the abovementioned recommendations, the
hypocenter depth in our study varies in each shaking scenario by about 0.5–0.8 of the
fault width. We have considered three hypothetical rupture initiation points (hypocenters)
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along the strike of the fault (L) as L/4–L/3, L/2, and 2L/3–3L/4. For each hypocenter
location, three slip distributions are assigned; therefore, a total of nine shaking scenarios
are defined for each magnitude.
Figure B2 in the Appendix B shows an example of the kinematic source model
developed for one of the simulations of M7 in CENA. This Figure represents
distributions of the slip, rise time, and slip velocity as well as stress distribution over the
finite-fault plane. In addition, the propagation of the rupture (rupture front) from the
initiation point (hypothetical hypocenter) depicted by a star is represented by contours on
the slip distribution panel. Figure 3-1 shows examples of different kinematic source
models used for M7 simulations in CENA. The variability of slip distribution, rupture
front, and hypocenter location in simulations is sampled in this figure to account for
uncertainties associated with the source parameters.

Table 3-2. Summary of some parameters implemented in long-period synthetic
simulations.

M

5.0
5.5
6.0
6.5
7.0
7.5
8.0

log10 (M0)

fcross

(N. m)

(Hz)

16.550
17.301
18.041
18.799
19.550
20.300
21.050

3.0
3.0
2.6
2.4
1.6
0.8
0.8

CENA
Ave. Slip Ave. Rise
(m)
Time (s)
0.18
0.21
0.25
0.38
0.71
0.67
0.90
1.20
2.56
2.12
2.70
3.75
10.3
6.72
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WNA
Ave. Slip Ave. Rise
(m)
Time (s)
0.10
0.12
0.25
0.20
0.40
0.36
0.88
0.64
1.65
1.13
2.68
2.02
7.56
3.58

3.6

High Frequency Simulation Parameters

High frequency synthetics are calculated using stochastic finite-fault simulations.
The synthetics at each sub-fault are calculated through the stochastic method using the
software package SMSIM (Boore, 2012). The stochastic synthetics at each station are
computed by summing up the sub-fault stochastic synthetics over the fault plane
(considering the appropriate delays accounted for by their arrival times) followed by
convolving with a source time function using the Frankel (1995) approach. The stochastic
point-source simulation at each sub-fault is developed using a different initial seed
number.
The point-source stochastic simulations at each sub-fault are incorporated in the
following equation proposed by Boore (2003) to derive the displacement Fourier
amplitude spectrum Y (M 0 , R, f ) . The spectral amplitude includes different terms of the
point-source E(M 0 , f ) , path effect P(R, f ) , local site response effect G( f ) , and the type
of ground motion I ( f ) .

Y (M0 , R, f ) = E(M0 , f ) × P(R, f ) × G( f ) × I ( f ),

( 3-1 )

in which R (km) is the distance, M 0 (dyn.cm) is the seismic moment, and f is the
frequency.
The stochastic parameters used in the high-frequency simulations for the CENA and
WNA regions are given in Table 3-3. To consider uncertainties associated with the
variability of parameters, two sets of parameters suggested and used by investigators are
employed in CENA and are equally weighted to obtain the final results. A new proposed
set of parameters for the WNA region is used.
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Figure 3-1. Examples of different slip models used for M7 simulations in CENA. The
shaded patterns show the slip distributions over the fault plane. Contours are the rupture
front and stars represent the locations of hypothetical hypocenter.
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Table 3-3. The parameters used in high-frquency stochastic synthetic simulations for CENA and WNA.
Parameter

CENA-Alternative 1 (1/2)

Source spectrum model

Single corner frequency

Stress parameter, ∆σ (bars)

600

400

135

Shear-wave velocity at source depth,
βs (km/s)

3.7

3.7

3.5

Density at source depth, ρs (gm/cc)

2.8

2.8

2.8

Geometric spreading, Z (R)

 R −1.3
 −0.5
R

ω −2

R < 50km
R ≥ 50km

CENA-Alternative 2 (1/2)
Single corner frequency

 R −1.3
 0
R
 −0.5
R

ω −2

R < 60km
60 ≤ R < 120km
R ≥ 120km

WNA
Single corner frequency

 R −1.03
 −0.96
R
 −0.5
R

ω −2

R < 45km
45 ≤ R < 125km
R ≥ 125km

Quality factor, Q

525 f 0.45

440 f 0.47

202 f 0.54

Source duration, Ts (s)

1 fa

1 fa

1 fa

Path duration, Tp (s)

0

+ 0.16R

− 0.03R
+ 0.04R


Boore and Thompson (2015)
Table 2

Boore and Thompson (2015)
Table 1

R ≤ 10km
10 < R ≤ 70km
70 < R ≤ 130km
R > 130km

Site amplification, A(f)

Boore and Thompson (2015)
Table 4

Boore and Thompson (2015)
Table 4

Atkinson and Boore (2006) Table
4

Kappa, k0 (s)

0.005

0.006

0.035
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3.6.1 Earthquake Source Term
The Brune ω-square source spectrum as a single corner frequency source
spectrum is used in this study for both the host and target regions. The key element in this
source model is the stress-drop parameter (∆σ), which controls the amplitude of spectrum
at high frequencies.
The finite-fault simulations at each sub-fault are performed using a local stressdrop parameter assigned at each point on the fault. The correlation between the stress and
slip distribution used in HF and LF simulations, respectively, are taken into account. In
this study, we used the stress distribution procedure proposed by Ripperger and Mai
(2004) and Andrews (1980) in simulations. This technique correlates the local slip to the
local stress at a given point over the fault plane. The final stress distribution is achieved
by applying a scaling factor to match the geometric mean of the stress over the fault to
the desired values given in Table 3-3. An example of the stress distribution is shown in
Figure B2 along with kinematic source representations.
Campbell (2003) and Tavakoli and Pezeshk (2005) used 5 stress parameters in
ENA in the range of 105–215 bars with different assigned weights to each one. Atkinson
and Boore (2006) applied ∆σ = 140 bars in finite-fault stochastic simulations using the
EXSIM package by Motazedian and Atkinson (2005). Further studies by Atkinson et al.
(2009) and Boore (2009) suggested ∆σ = 250 bars in ENA based on observations from
the recorded data. Pezeshk et al. (2011) used ∆σ = 250 bars in their HEM simulations for
ENA. Recently, Atkinson and Boore (2014) suggested the stress term of 600 bars for

M > 4.5. Boore and Thompson (2015) applied ∆σ = 400 bars compatible with their new
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path duration model in their stochastic simulations in ENA. Following the discussion, we
used stress parameters of 600 bars and 400 bars in the two alternative models for CENA.
In WNA, Campbell (2003; 2007) used 100 bars stress parameters in his HEM
model. Atkinson and Silva (2000) suggested ∆σ = 80 bars for a single corner frequency
source model which also was implemented by Pezeshk et al. (2011). Zandieh et al. (2015)
suggest the seismological parameters for WNA based on the inversion of NGA-West2
ground-motion models and they obtained stress parameter of 135 bars for WNA which
has also been used in the WNA simulations of this study.

3.6.2 Path Effects
The path term takes into account two effects of geometrical spreading, Z(R) and
anelastic attenuation (known as quality factor, Q). One important note is that the selection
of the stress parameter is correlated with the geometrical spreading implemented in the
model (Boore et al., 2010). Simulations in Atkinson and Boore (2006) were performed
using a trilinear geometrical spreading as Rb where b is –1.3, +0.2, and –0.5 for R < 70
km, 70 < R < 140 km, and R > 140 km, respectively. They used the quality factor of
Q = 893f 0.32 (with the minimum value of 1000) as the anelastic attenuation following
Atkinson (2004). The similar parameters are incorporated in the study of Pezeshk et al.
(2011) for simulations in ENA. Atkinson and Boore (2014) suggested the bilinear
geometrical spreading with different attenuation rates for distances beyond 50 km (i.e.,
R–1.3 for R < 50 km and R–0.5 for R > 50 km). In addition, they proposed the quality factor
of Q = 525f 0.45 compatible with updated parameters for stochastic simulations. Chapman
et al. (2014) developed a tri-linear path duration based on the inversion of broadband data
from the EarthScope Transportable Array as R–1.3 for R < 60 km, R0 for 60 < R < 120 km,
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and R–0.5 for R > 120 km with the consistent quality factor of Q = 440f 0.47 for ENA.
Following the previous discussion and to be consistent with implementing the other
source parameters applied, we employed two alternative sets of geometrical spreading
and quality factor relations in CENA simulations of this study.
Campbell (2003) used a bilinear geometrical spreading (i.e., R–1.0 for R < 40 km
and R–0.5 for R > 40 km) and the anelastic attenuation of Q = 180f 0.45 in simulations of
WNA. The parameters originally derived in the study by Raoof et al. (1999) were based
on the evaluation of about 180 earthquakes in Southern California. These parameters
were supported by further studies by Malagnini et al. (2007) by considering a larger
earthquake dataset. Pezeshk et al. (2011) employed the similar path term relations in their
study. Zandieh et al. (2015) proposed a tri-linear geometrical spreading model as R–1.03
for R < 45 km, R–0.96 for 45 < R < 125 km, and R–0.5 for R > 125 km consistent with the
anelastic attenuation of Q = 202f 0.54 for WNA. In this study, an anelastic attenuation and
geometric spreading function recently proposed by Zandieh et al. (2015) are employed
for WNA simulations.
Ground-motion duration consist of the source duration (TS) and path duration
(TP). Herrmann (1985) suggested a simple path duration (TP = 0.05R) which has been
widely used in the literature for WNA (e.g., Atkinson and Silva, 2000; Campbell, 2003;
2007, and Pezeshk et al., 2011). A quadri-linear model of path duration was used by
Campbell (2003; 2007) and Pezeshk et al. 2011) for ENA. Boore and Thompson (2014;
2015) proposed a longer path duration for the both WNA and ENA regions which was
used in our alternative simulations.
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3.6.3 Site effects
The local site effects incorporated two terms of amplification factor, A(f), which is
the amplification relative to the source, and a near surface attenuation which represents
the loss of energy in high frequencies as a path-independent function (Boore, 2003). This
attenuation could be applied through a low-pass filter characterized by the decay
parameter of k0, which has significant effects on the high-frequency slope of spectrum
(Boore, 1983).
ENA simulations in the studies of Campbell (2003) and Tavakoli and Pezeshk
(2005) were performed using site amplification factors proposed by Boore and Joyner
(1997) for the hard-rock site condition with Vs30 = 2900 m/s. They considered variability
in the k0 (0.012, 0.003, and 0.006 in their models). Campbell (2007) generated synthetics
in ENA for the National Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program (NEHRP) B/C site
condition with Vs30 = 760 m/s. He used site amplification factors derived by Atkinson and
Boore (2006) for this site condition along with k0 = 0.02. Siddiqqi and Atkinson (2002)
derived empirical amplification factors for hard-rock site conditions with Vs30 ≥ 2000 m/s
(NEHRP site class A). These factors along with k0 = 0.005 were implemented in the ENA
simulations of Atkinson and Boore (2006) and Pezeshk et al. (2011). Recently, Hashash
et al. (2014) proposed the shear wave velocity of 3000 m/s and the compatible kappa (k0
= 0.006) as the reference rock site condition for CENA. The Vs30 = 3 km/s has been
derived by applying the quarter-wavelength theory, and by using the data recorded at the
geographic regions of the Atlantic coast, the Appalachian Mountains, and the continental
interior (the Gulf Coast region was not included) in their study. Atkinson and Boore
(2014) set k0 = 0.005 along with their proposed new Q factor for ENA. Boore and
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Thompson (2015) revised the Boore and Joyner (1997) site amplification factors and
provided a new set of amplification factors for the generic hard rock site condition with
Vs30 = 3000 m/s for CENA. In this study, we used k0 = 0.005 and 0.006 in our alternative
simulations for CENA. The site amplification factors suggested by Boore and Thompson
(2015) and Atkinson and Boore (2006) are used to account for Vs30 = 3 km/s. Currently,
the NGA-East working group is investigating to suggest more accurate and reliable site
amplification factors corresponding to Vs30 = 3 km/s.
In WNA, Boore and Joyner (1997) suggested site amplification factors for a rock
site condition derived from the quarter-wavelength method. These factors have been used
in the WNA simulations by Atkinson and Silva (2000), Campbell (2003; 2007), Tavakoli
and Pezeshk (2005), and Pezeshk et al. (2011). A modification to these amplification
factors have been provided by Boore and Thompson (2015) for the generic rock site in
WNA with Vs30 = 760 m/s and was used in this study. Anderson and Hough (1984)
suggested the average kappa parameter for WNA is in the range of 0.02–0.04 seconds for
the hard rock site condition. Atkinson and Silva (1997), Campbell (2003; 2007), Pezeshk
et al. (2011), and Al Atik et al. (2014) utilized k0 = 0.04s in WNA simulations
considering compatibility with the other parameters. Zandieh et al. (2015) obtained a
kappa value of 0.035 seconds from their inversions, and that has been employed in this
study for WNA simulations.

3.7

Hybrid Broadband
The HF stochastic and LF synthetics constructed through the abovementioned

procedures are combined and filtered to make broadband synthetics. The synthetics are
filtered by passing through the matched second-order low-pass and high-pass Butterworth
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filters. In this study, a magnitude-dependent transition frequency (fcross) between highfrequency and low-frequency synthetics was applied as proposed by Frankel (2009) for

M5.5, 6.5, and 7.5. We set fcross for M5 and 8 to be the same as for M5.5, and 7.5,
respectively (i.e., 0.8 Hz for M7.5 and 8, 3.0 Hz for M5 and 5.5) and the fcross for M6 and
7 are calculated from interpolation.
Due to extensive computational efforts associated with the generation of
deterministic long period synthetics at far distances, the broadband synthetics are
computed for near-fault stations with RJB distance of less than 200 km. Those are
supplemented with synthetics generated for stations beyond 200 km through the
stochastic finite-fault simulations. The similar kinematic stress distribution over the faults
which were defined at each shaking scenario and were used for stations closer to the fault
was employed for stations at far distances (Shahjouei and Pezeshk, 2015a).
Synthetics were generated considering 126 kinematic source models for CENA
and 63 source models for WNA. Seismograms were calculated at 490–670 (varies with
magnitude) stations distributed in distances (2–1000 km) and azimuths (0–180°). The
numbers of stations are listed in Table 3-4. For a given shaking scenario and a given
station from 2–1000 km, two components of synthetics were rotated using the TSPP
(time series processing programs) software package by Boore (2010), and the RotD50
intensity measures were calculated. The high performance computing at the University of
Memphis Penguin Computing Cluster Servers is employed to perform the extensive
computations.
The crustal structure used in WNA and CENA are given in Table 3-5 and Table
3-6, respectively. We used the continent velocity model suggested by Mooney et al.
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(2012) and Mooney (2013, personal communication) for CEUS. In WNA, the crustal
structure used by Frankel (2009) which represents a mean for the western U.S. is
implemented in this study. The top layers of crustal structures are modified to represent
the reference rock site conditions in both regions.

Table 3-4. The number of stations where the synthetic seismograms are generated. The
stations are distributed in the distance and azimuth.
R ≤ 200 km
M
5.0
5.5
6.0
6.5
7.0
7.5
8.0

3.8

R > 200 km

Total

CENA

WNA

Both
Regions

CENA

WNA

346
384
380
438
404
459
520

342
384
363
438
355
459
459

140
140
140
140
140
140
140

486
524
520
578
544
599
660

482
384
363
438
355
459
459

Empirical Ground-Motion Models in WNA
One of the key elements of the HEM technique is applying appropriate empirical

ground-motion models developed for the host region. Pezeshk et al. (2011) incorporated
the GMMs from the PEER NGA-West1 project (Power et al., 2008) as empirical groundmotion models for WNA in their HEM model. Recently, the NGA-West1 model
developers updated their GMMs as part of the NGA-West2 project (Bozorgnia et al.,
2014) in light of additional data available in the NGA-West2 database. This database
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includes well-recorded shallow crustal earthquakes that occurred worldwide (smallmagnitude data from the California region and moderate-to-large data from similar
tectonically active regions in worldwide recordings).

Table 3-5. The crustal structure model used in simulations for WNA (Source: Frankel,
2009) with modifications for VS30 compatible with referee rock condition in the region.
Z (km)
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
1.3
3.8
18.0
30.0

Vp (km/s)
1.4
2.6
3.3
4.0
5.5
6.3
6.8
7.8

Vs (km/s)
0.76
1.60
1.90
2.00
3.20
3.60
3.90
4.50

ρ (g/cm3)
2.1
2.1
2.1
2.4
2.7
2.8
2.9
3.3

We used the following proposed 5 NGA-West2 GMMs in this study for WNA:
(1) Abrahamson et al. (2014), (2) Boore et al. (2014), (3) Campbell and Bozorgnia
(2014), (4) Chiou and Youngs (2014), and (5) Idriss (2014) models which hereafter are
referred to as ASK14, BSSA14, CB14, CY14, and I14, respectively. The weighted
geometric mean of the abovementioned GMMs is computed to represent the median
empirical ground motion in WNA. The same weights used in the 2014 update of the U.S.
national seismic hazard maps (NSHMs) (Petersen et al., 2014) are assigned to each NGAWest2 GMM in this study. The weights are distributed evenly between all GMMs except
for I14, which gets one-half as much weight as the others.
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Table 3-6. The mid-continent crustal structure model used in simulations for CENA
(Source: Mooney et al., 2012; 2013) with modifications for VS30 compatible with referee
rock condition in the region.
Z (km)
0.0
1.0
10.0
20.0
40.0

Vp (km/s)
5.2
6.1
6.5
6.7
8.1

Vs (km/s)
3.0
3.52
3.75
3.87
4.68

ρ (g/cm3)
2.52
2.74
2.83
2.88
3.33

The intensity measures in NGA-West2 GMMs are computed using RotD50
parameters, unlike GMRotI50 (the period-independent geometric mean of two horizontal
motions) used in the NGA-West1 project. The RotD50 is an alternative designation of the
mean horizontal component that is independent of sensor orientation, but in contrast to
GMRotI50, is spectral period-dependent (Boore, 2010).
Except for the BSSA14 model developed for RJB distance, the other groundmotion models used the closest distance to the rupture plane (Rrup). As the proposed
model in this study is based on the RJB distance metric, we converted Rrup to RJB in the
ASK14, CB14, CY14, and I14 models using the suggested conversion equations by
Scherbaum et al. (2004).
The intensity measures of empirical ground-motion models were obtained for the
generic rock site of NEHRP B-C site condition withVs30 = 760 m/s. In this study, in order
to evaluate the empirical ground motions, a generic style of faulting was used (FRV = 0.5
and FNM = 0 in the ASK14, CB14, and CY14 models, SS = 0.5, RS = 0.5, NS = 0.0, and
U = 0.0 in the BSSA14 model, and F = 0.5 in the I14 model are set), and the hanging
wall effect was excluded. All models are assessed for the California region, and the
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default values of certain parameters (assuming no other information was available)
suggested by the NGA-West2 model developer are employed. These parameters are ZTOR
(the depth to the top of rupture) in the ASK14, CB14, and CY14 models; Z1.0, and Z2.5
(the depth to the VS = 1.0 km/s and 2.5 km/s horizon beneath the site, respectively) in the
ASK14, BSSA14, and CY14 models.

3.9

Proposed Ground-Motion Prediction Equations for CENA

3.9.1 Hybrid Empirical Ground-Motion Estimates
The median hybrid empirical estimates of ground motion for CENA are
calculated by applying regional modification factors that properly scale the empirical
ground motions in WNA. The model is obtained for the same sets of magnitude (M5.0 to

M8.0 in 0.5 magnitude increments), distances (2.0 ≤ RJB ≤ 1000 km in 33 RJB distances of
2, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 110, 120, 140, 150, 160, 180, 200, 250,
300, 350, 400, 450, 500, 550, 600, 650, 700, 800, 900, and 1000 km) and the groundmotion parameters used to obtain empirical GMMs in the host region and to generate
synthetics for both the target and host regions.
The regional modification factors are calculated based on the ratios of intensity
measures of CENA to WNA. Synthetics are generated and are used to derive the intensity
measures in both the target and host regions. In each region, median intensity measures at
a particular magnitude, distance, and spectral period are calculated considering all
shaking scenarios and all stations distributed in different azimuths. The median intensity
measures in CENA are obtained by applying equal weight (1/2) to results from two
alternative models as defined in this region.
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There are some restrictions and issues which need to be considered in developing
the hybrid empirical ground-motion estimates. One refers to the range of validity of
empirical ground motions used. ASK14, CB14, and CY14 relations were developed for
rupture distance (Rrup) up to 300 km, while I14 and BSSA14 are valid for Rrup < 150 km
and RJB < 400 km. All models are applicable in the magnitude range of M3.5–8.5 (except
for I14 in which M ≥ 5 is considered) for the strike slip faulting mechanism. The VS30 is
considered in the ranges of 180–1000, 150–1500, 250–1500, 180–1500 m/s, and above
450 m/s in ASK14, BSSA14, CB14, CY14, and I14, respectively, by their model
developers. It can be inferred that these empirical ground motions are not valid for
distances beyond 300–400 km, so it is inappropriate to implement them beyond that
distance range. Table B1 in the Appendix B listed the range in which NGA-West2
GMMs are developed in terms of magnitude, distance and site condition based on their
developers’ suggestions. Another issue arises from the difference of the attenuation rates
between the CENA and WNA regions used in the synthetic generations (Table 3-3).
Considering the abovementioned issues, the hybrid empirical method for CENA
is limited to be used in distances up to about 70 km in which reliable hybrid empirical
estimates are developed. In order to avoid this constraint and extend our GMM up to
1000 km, the procedure proposed by Campbell (2003) and used by Campbell (2011) and
Pezeshk et al. (2011) was followed in this study. The procedure supplements hybrid
empirical estimates beyond 70 km by intensity measures of generated synthetics. In this
regard, for a given magnitude, the intensity measures of synthetics beyond 70 km are
scaled by a factor that fits the hybrid empirical estimate to the median of the synthetics’
intensity measure at RJB = 70 km in CENA.
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The completed set of hybrid empirical ground-motion estimates are then used to
develop GMM in CENA for the distances of 2–1000 km and the magnitudes of 5–8. It
includes intensity measures of PGA, PGV, and 5%-damped PSAs at spectral periods of
0.01–10s, which were computed using RotD50 parameters for the generic hard rock site
condition with Vs30 = 3000 m/s. We did not include PGD equations since none of the
empirical NGA-West2 GMMs implemented in this study provided such equations in their
model. In addition, Boore et al. (2014) observed that low-cut filtering have significant
influence on the PGD parameter.

3.9.2 The Functional Form
In this study, our effort was to keep the functional form as similar as that
presented in Pezeshk et al. (2011). However, there are two changes to the functional form
as compared to the median function of Pezeshk et al. (2011): (1) we used RJB distance
instead of rupture distance (Rrup) and (2) the range of distance in which the rate of
attenuation is decayed has been changed from 70–140 km to 60–120 km based on the
recent observation of the recorded data by Boore and Thompson (2015) which is also
consistent with our HEM ground-motion estimates. The equation (3-2) represents our
functional form used in this study to predict the median ground motion for CENA:

log(Υ ) = c1 + c2 M + c3 M 2 + (c4 + c5 M) × min {log( R), log(60)}
+(c6 + c7 M) × max  min {log( R / 60), log(120 / 60} , 0 

( 3-2 )

+(c8 + c9 M) × max {log( R / 120), 0} + c10 R
and
2
R = RJB
+ c112

( 3-3 )
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where Υ represents the median value of ground-motion intensity measure in CGS units
(i.e., PSA (g), PGA (g), or PGV (cm/s)), M is the moment magnitude, RJB (km) is the
closest horizontal distance to the vertical projection of the rupture plane, and c1 to c11 are
the coefficients of the functional form that fits the hybrid empirical estimates of ground
motion in CENA. The coefficients are derived from a nonlinear least-squares regression
and are tabulated in Table 3-7. PSA (g) signifies the pseudo-spectral accelerations for 5%
damping and for spectral periods of 0.01–10.0s. The resulting ground-motion model is
valid for 5.0 ≤ M ≤ 8.0, 5.0, 2.0 ≤ RJB ≤ 1000 km, and is developed for the generic hard
rock site with Vs30 = 3000 m/s.

3.10 Aleatory and Epistemic Uncertainty Model
Following the standard practice in the U.S., the aleatory variability and epistemic
uncertainty in this study are presented in the natural log unit (although the median GMM
is proposed in the decimal logs). Therefore, to consider the uncertainty model which will
be discussed in this section along with the median GMM shown in equation (3-2), the
adjustment factor between the natural log and base 10 logarithm should be applied.

3.10.1 Aleatory Uncertainty
The aleatory uncertainty characterizes the inherent randomness in the predicted
model which is the result of unknown characteristics of the model (Campbell, 2007). In
this study, the model for the mean aleatory uncertainty is derived based on the weighted
geometric mean of the standard deviations from 5 NGA-West2 GMMs (2/9 to each of the
ASK14, BSSA14, CB14, and CY14, and 1/9 to the I14 relations). It is assumed that the
median aleatory standard deviation in CENA is equal to the average standard deviation of
NGA GMMs for WNA (Campbell, 2003; 2007; Pezeshk et al., 2011):
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c12 M + c13
ψ M + c14

σ ln (Υ ) = 

M ≤ 6.5

( 3-4 )

M > 6.5

where ψ = –6.898E–03 for PGA (g) and PSAs (g) in the period range of 0.01–10s, and

ψ = –3.054E–05 for PGV(cm/s).
Coefficients used in equation (3-4) are provided in Table 3-7. It should be noted
that effects of inter-event and intra-event residuals have been taken into account in the
individual uncertainty equations of NGA models. The general form of the standard
deviations for CY14 and I14 are magnitude and period dependent. The CB14 model
included the site condition (Vs30) in addition to magnitude and period in its uncertainty
equation. The standard deviation for the BSSA14 and ASK14 models vary with respect to
the spectral period, Vs30, and magnitude as well as distance. In order to provide a
distance-independent equation for the uncertainty, we neglected the small variations of
standard deviations over the distance range at any particular magnitude and period, using
the mean values (over all distances). In this study, the standard deviations for NGAWest2 GMMs are generated for the generic rock site condition with Vs30 = 760 m/s
(NEHRP B/C site condition). In addition, we neglected the soil nonlinearity effects for
the generic rock site in WNA (as it is observed that this effect is insignificant—except for
soft soils under strong shaking—on the variation of standard deviations). Based on the
abovementioned assumptions, equation (3-4) is developed which varies with the
magnitude and the spectral period. It represents the mean aleatory standard deviation
used in this model. Following Pezeshk et al. (2011), the standard deviation of the
regression performed to fit the model to the ground-motion estimates ( σ Re g ) is also
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added to the aleatory standard deviation from equation (3-4). The total aleatory standard
T
deviation ( σ ln(
) is given as:
Υ)

T
2
σ ln(
= σ ln(
+ σ R2 eg
Υ)
Υ)

( 3-5 )

The regression standard deviation ( σ Reg ) in the natural log unit is given in
Table 3-8.

3.10.2 Epistemic Uncertainty
Epistemic uncertainty is a systematic uncertainty which is due to lack of
knowledge. Campbell (2003) provided a comprehensive mathematical framework for
epistemic uncertainty evaluation. There are two main sources of epistemic uncertainty in
the hybrid empirical method: (1) epistemic uncertainty associated with applying different
empirical GMMs for the host region (i.e., NGA-West2 GMMs), and (2) epistemic
uncertainty originating from using different parameters in the synthetic simulation
framework in both the host and target regions.
Campbell (2003) and Tavakoli and Pezeshk (2005) considered the epistemic
uncertainty in empirical GMMs in the host region (WNA) through applying different
empirical ground-motion models. They also included the uncertainty associated with the
seismological parameters used in the synthetic simulations in just the target region
(ENA). Campbell (2007) and Atkinson (2008) did not formally evaluate the epistemic
uncertainty in their HEM models. Pezeshk et al. (2011) did not evaluate the epistemic
uncertainty in their model; however, they incorporated multiple empirical ground-motion
models in the host region.
Al Atik and Youngs (2014) presented a distance-independent model of additional
epistemic uncertainty to the median prediction of 5 NGA-West2 GMMs by assigning the
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equal weight to each model in a logic tree framework. Their uncertainty model includes
the within-model uncertainty due to data limitations. This uncertainty is derived based on
assessment of distance, magnitude, spectral period and faulting mechanism of the NGAWest2 models. For the strike slip faulting mechanism with magnitude less than 7.0 and
for spectral periods less than 1.0s, a constant value is assigned. This uncertainty is
increased for longer periods and larger magnitude. In the following equations,

σ µ ln( psa ) −eps1 signifies the epistemic uncertainty associated with using different empirical
ground motions in the host region for the strike slip faulting mechanism, and represents
the minimum additional epistemic uncertainty required to be implemented into the
median ground-motion estimation from these models:
For spectral period less than 1.0 second (T < 1.0s):
0.072
σ µ ln( psa )−eps1 = 
0.0665(M − 7) + 0.072

M<7

( 3-6 )

M≥7

For spectral period greater or equal to 1.0 second (T ≥ 1.0s):
0.072 + 0.0217 ln(T )
σ µ ln( psa )−eps1 = 
0.0665(M − 7) + 0.072 + 0.0217 ln(T )

M<7
M≥7

( 3-7 )

where T is the spectral period and M is the moment magnitude.
The epistemic uncertainty for an individual GMM is infrequently employed
(except for the high-risk facility analyses), particularly for a region with available
multiple ground-motion models and it requires extensive computations (Campbell 2003;
2007).
Although we have not performed a comprehensive evaluation of the epistemic
uncertainty in order to capture and include all the parametric and modeling variations in
this study, the uncertainty associated with some parameters used in synthetic simulations
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(for both target and host regions) is provided. This parametric uncertainty represents the
overall variation of the most important seismological parameters used in both stochastic
HF and deterministic LF simulations (such as slip velocity distribution, hypocenter
location, station location, etc.). The period-dependent parametric uncertainty ( σ Par ) is
given in Table 3-8.
Equation (3-8) represents the epistemic uncertainty captured in this study
associated with applying empirical ground motions suggested by Al Atik and Youngs
(2014) along with the parametric variability in synthetic simulations.
Sub
ηln(
= σ µ ln( psa )−eps12 + σ Par 2
Υ)

( 3-8 )

Combined
The total combined uncertainty ( σ ln(
) that represents both the aleatory
Υ)

variability and epistemic uncertainty is calculated by using the square root of the sum of
the squares (SRSS) of equation (3-5) and equation (3-8) as:
Combined
T
2
Sub 2
σ ln(
= σ ln(
+ ηln(
Υ)
Υ)
Υ)

( 3-9 )

Please note that all equations (3-4) to (3-9) are presented in the natural log unit.
3.11 Results and Model Evaluation
In this section, the comparison and validation of the product of this study with the
previous proposed GMMs as well as the recorded earthquakes in CENA are
accomplished.
Figure 3-2 shows examples of comparison for the 5%-damped response spectral
accelerations derived from the hybrid broadband simulations with 5 NGA-West2 GMMs
as well as their weighted geometric mean. The response spectra are presented for two
magnitudes of M6 and 7 at the distance of RJB = 10 km. The WNA spectral accelerations
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are calculated from the generated broadband synthetics using the parameters discussed
earlier. A comparison shows a good agreement between the weighted geometric mean of
empirical NGA models and the WNA simulations. In Figure 3-3, the residuals of the
PSAs broadband simulations in WNA and geometric mean of NGA-West2 GMMs with
respect to the distance from 2–1000 km for two spectral periods of 0.2s (high frequency)
and 4.0s (long period) are shown. The residuals represent a good agreement between the
simulations and the empirical ground-motion models in a broad frequency range
throughout the distance range.

Figure 3-2. Comparison of spectral accelerations (5%-damped-PSA) from broadband
simulations in this study and predicted values from NGA-West2 GMMs. Plots include
the individual ground-motion models of ASK14, BSSA14, CB14, CY14, and I14, along
with their weighted geometric mean at RJB = 10 km, and for magnitudes of (left) M6 and
(right) M7.
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Figure 3-3. Examples of residuals with respect to distance from simulations in WNA.
The comparison are performed with the GMMs in NGA-West2 for spectral periods of
(left) T = 0.2s and (right) T = 4s.

3.11.1 Comparison with Previous Models
Figure 3-4 represents the comparison of the GMM developed in this study
(hereafter SP15) with three ground-motion models available in CENA: Pezeshk et al.
(2011), Atkinson and Boore (2006; 2011), and Pezeshk et al. (2015) [hereafter referred as
to PZT11, AB06’, and PZCT15, respectively]. The GMM comparisons are given for M5
and 7 and for intensity measures of PGA and spectral periods of 0.2, 1.0, and 5.0s in
Figure 4. The distance conversion relations for the generic fault style by Scherbaum et al.
(2004) is implemented for AB06’, PZT11, and PZCT15 in order to compare with the
results in this study.
At very close distances for PGA and higher frequency spectral accelerations (e.g.,
at the spectral period of 0.2s) the magnitude saturation effects are observed in the HEM
results of this study. In addition, we perceived over-saturation effects in the results from
the broadband synthetics simulations, which is compatible with simulation results from
other investigators and observations from the recorded data (Frankel, 2015; Shahjouei
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and Pezeshk, 2015a). As discussed earlier, the stochastic finite-fault simulations of
AB06’ and the stochastic point-source model of PZT11 for ENA are based on using the
stress parameters of 140 and 250 bars, respectively. The difference in the stress parameter
is consistent with the differences between some of the internal assumptions made in
SMSIM and EXSIM packages. The PZCT15 model used stress parameter of 400 bars in
ENA simulations. The results in this study are derived from the equally weighted
simulations in which the stress parameter of 400 and 600 bars in the HF part of synthetics
are used. At higher frequencies and close distances, our model provides higher spectral
amplitudes than PZT11 and AB06’; however, the results are closer to PZCT15. This
could originate from differences between applying stress parameters in different models.
At longer periods and close distances, our model predicts lower spectral amplitudes than
PZT11 and PZCT15, and the predicted values are closer to AB06’. This could be
originated from the application of different earthquake simulations methodologies (i.e.,
the point-source model for PZT11 and PZCT15, the stochastic finite-fault model for
AB06’, and HBB for this study) used in the GMM development. The finite-fault models
are expected to show a better representation of rupture effects at closer distances.
The response spectral accelerations from the proposed model are compared with
those from the AB06’, PZT11, and PZCT15 ground-motion models in Figure 3-5. The
spectra are shown for earthquake magnitudes of M5, 6, 7, and 8 at a distance of RJB = 20
km for spectral periods up to 10s. At close distances to the fault for the small-to-moderate
magnitude earthquakes our model predicted values close to the AB06’ but suggested
higher values for higher magnitudes. Compared with the PZCT15, our model gives lower
amplitudes at longer periods. The difference could originate from the effect of applying
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the finite-fault approach and using the broadband synthetics in this study (in comparison
with the stochastic simulation), particularly at closer distances. The spectral amplitudes in
the intermediate period range are affected from both parts of HF and LF synthetics.

Figure 3-4. GMM developed in this study and comparison with AB06’, PZT11, and
PZCT15 ground-motion models for M5, and M7 at PGA and spectral periods of 0.2s, 1s,
and 5s. Legends for (b), (c) and (d) plots are similar to the (a) plot.
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Figure 3-5. Comparison of the 5%-damped PSA derived from the GMM developed in
this study for CENA and those obtained from AB06’, PZT11, and PZCT15 models. PSAs
are shown at distance of RJB = 20 km and for magnitudes of (right) M6 and M8, and (left)
magnitudes of M5 and M7.

3.11.2 Comparison with Recorded Ground Motions
The new model is compared with the NGA-East database (Goulet et al., 2014). In
the comparison, the data from the Gulf Coast region and potentially induced events
(PIEs) are excluded. In addition, we used the data recorded at stations with Vs30 ≥ 180
m/s. Figure 3-6 shows comparisons of the results of this study with the small-to-moderate
magnitude recorded earthquake data available in the NGA-East database.
The spectral accelerations in this figure are plotted for the spectral periods of 0.2,
1.0 and 4.0s in different magnitude bins of M4.5, 5, and 6. In order to make the
appropriate assessment, intensity measures of the NGA-East database are adjusted to the
Vs30 = 3 km/s. This scaling is performed by using the ratios of amplification factors that
scale the calculated intensity measures at stations with local shear wave velocities to the
reference rock site condition used in this study (i.e., Vs30 = 3 km/s) similar to the
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procedure incorporated in PZCT15 GMM development. Comparisons show an overall
good agreement between the proposed model and small-to-moderated magnitude
recorded data in the NGA-East database.

Figure 3-6. Comparison of the developed GMM with the recorded earthquakes available
in NGA-East database for the spectral period of 0.2, 1, and 4 seconds in magnitude bins
of M4.5, 5.5, and 6. The magnitudes represent the middle of bins of 3.75–5.25, 5.25–
5.75, and 5.75–6.25 for M4.5, 5.5, and 6.0, respectively.
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Figure 3-7. The magnitude and distance distribution of considered ground-motion
recordings from NGA-East database.

The magnitude-distance distribution of implemented CENA ground-motion
recordings for the comparison and residual analyses is shown in Figure 3-7. In the
comparison, earthquakes with magnitudes M ≥ 4 recorded at stations with distances less
than 1000 km is considered. In the NGA-East database four regions are defined for
CENA as: (1) Mississippi Embayment/Gulf Coast region, (2) Central North America, (3)
the Appalachian Province, and (4) the Atlantic Coastal Plain. The regionalization map of
CENA is shown in Figure C1 in Appendix C. (Goulet et al., 2015). Figure 3-8 depicts the
CENA recording stations and earthquakes used for the comparison and residual analyses
of this study. As discussed earlier, all potentially induced earthquakes (PIEs) and all
stations located within the Gulf Coast region are excluded.
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Figure 3-8. (Top) CENA recording stations and (bottom) earthquakes incorporated in the
residual analyses and comparison. All stations located within Gulf Coast region and all
potentially induced earthquakes (PIEs) are excluded. Stations are classified based on the
NEHRP site class (Source: Pezeshk et al., 2015).
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Figures 3-9 through 3-11 show examples of the residual analysis performed in this
study. The residuals represent the differences between predicted (simulated) and
earthquake recorded data in the NGA-East database. Figure 3-9 shows the distribution of
site-adjusted residuals with respect to the distance for spectral accelerations at periods of
0.2, 1.0, and 4s. The mean and 95% confidence limits of the mean binned residuals at 5
distance bins are superimposed in this plot. The distribution of residuals with respect to
the magnitude at the same spectral periods is given in Figure 3-10. In Figure 3-11 the
residuals are decomposed in classified terms of the inter-event (between-event) and intraevent (within-event) residuals for the same periods of 0.2, 1.0, and 4s using the variancecomponent technique of Chen and Tsai (2002). This classification demonstrates the
effects of very small magnitude earthquakes included in the catalog as the total residuals
are dependent on the numbers of stations and events in the database. Additionally, the
effects of local site condition on residuals are illustrated in this figure. The corrected
residuals are obtained after applying scaling factors to represent all intensity measures
with the reference rock site condition. The detailed information of the procedure is given
in Pezeshk et al. (2015). Residual plots show no discernible trend in residuals obtained
from the predicted model and the NGA-East database.
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Figure 3-9. Residuals with respect to distance for spectral periods of T = 0.2s, 1s, and 4s.
The total residuals represent the difference between observed and the predicted spectral
accelerations. The size and color of each circle represents the magnitude of each event.
Error bars show the 95th-percentile confidence limits of the mean (square) binned
residuals.
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Figure 3-10. Residuals with respect to magnitude for the same spectral periods of T =
0.2s, 1s, and 4s that were presented in Figure 3-9. The total residuals represent the
difference between observed and the predicted spectral accelerations.

3.12 Discussions and Conclusions
A hybrid empirical ground-motion model is proposed for CENA as part of the
NGA-East research project. The proposed GMM represents an alternative hybrid
empirical model in which a physics-based simulation technique is employed to develop
regional adjustment factors compared to previous HEM models that have been developed
using stochastic simulation (Campbell, 2003; 2007; Pezeshk et al., 2011). To implement
in HEM, earthquake broadband synthetics are generated using the hybrid broadband
simulation technique that employs a finite-fault method for both host (WNA) and target
(CENA) regions. The HF synthetics are produced using a stochastic finite-fault method,
and the LF traces are constructed using kinematic source models and deterministic wave
propagation. Two sets of stochastic parameters for CENA are equally weighted and used
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to consider the variability in parameters. A detailed description of the synthetic
generation approach and the parameters used are discussed in the ground-motion
simulation part and are also available in Shahjouei and Pezeshk (2015a). For synthetic
simulations we used the updated seismological and geological parameters suggested in
the literature.

Figure 3-11. Residuals with respect to magnitude in terms of (a) inter-event (betweenevent) residuals and (b) intra-event (within-event) residuals. (c) The total residuals and
(d) the single-site residuals in which local site conditions are taken into account with
respect to distance.
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Five recent empirical ground-motion models of ASK14, BSSA14, CB14, CY14,
and I14, developed as part of the NGA-West2 project, were incorporated in this study.
These empirical models are weighted following the procedure adopted by the 2014 USGS
NSHMs (Petersen et al., 2014).
The new ground-motion model is developed for RJB distances up to 1000 km, for
the moment magnitude range of M5–8, and for the suggested generic hard rock site
condition with Vs30 = 3000 m/s (Hashash et al., 2014) for CENA. Applying the proper site
amplification factors available in the literature such as the inverse of the method used to
adjust the NGA-East database recordings to the reference hard rock site conditions
(Pezeshk et al., 2015), a ground-motion model could be estimated for other site
conditions with different Vs30 values.
The new GMM is compared with the ground-motion models of Pezeshk et al.
(2011), Atkinson and Boore (2006; 2011), and Pezeshk et al. (2015). The inter-event and
intra-event residuals that represent the differences between the predicted and observed
ground-motion intensity measures display no discernible trend. The residual analyses are
performed on the small-to-moderate earthquakes in CENA available in the NGA-East
dataset with respect to the magnitude and distance.
The new sets of coefficients are provided to be used in the functional form of the
GMM. The uncertainties associated with the new model are discussed and provided. The
aleatory variability and epistemic uncertainty incorporated the uncertainties in NGAWest2 GMMs and the regression analysis used to derive the GMM coefficients. The
minimum additional epistemic uncertainty suggested to be used along with the median of
NGA-West2 GMMs (Al Atik and Youngs, 2014) as well as the variation of some
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parametric modeling are provided in this study. The authors suggest to use the total
combined uncertainty as shown in equation (9) where the proposed GMM is employed as
stand-alone, and apply the total aleatory standard deviation as represented in equation (5)
in conjunction with alternative GMMs in order to avoid double counting of uncertainty.
The proposed ground-motion relation, as an alternative GMM, together with the other
available models can be implemented in order to better characterize the ground-motion
estimations and to effectively signify the epistemic uncertainty in the CENA.
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Table 3-7. Regression coefficients for the proposed hybrid empirical model used to calculate the median ground-motion model (in
base 10 log unit).
`T(s)

c1

c2

c3

c4

c5

c6

c7

c8

c9

c10

c11

PGA

-0.3002

5.066E-01

-4.526E-02 -3.2240 2.998E-01

-1.283E+00

1.045E-01 -3.0856 2.778E-01 -7.711E-04

3.810E+00

PGV

-2.3891

1.259E+00

-7.901E-02 -2.9386 3.034E-01

-9.290E-03

-4.605E-02 -2.7548 3.467E-01 -7.623E-04

-4.598E+00

0.010

-0.3472

4.838E-01

-4.093E-02 -3.0832 2.712E-01

-9.676E-01

4.983E-02 -2.9695 2.693E-01 -6.695E-04

-4.434E+00

0.020

0.8320

1.934E-01

-2.060E-02 -3.1134 2.786E-01

-1.133E+00

5.994E-02 -3.5023 2.901E-01 -5.857E-04

-4.412E+00

0.030

1.1850

1.064E-01

-1.423E-02 -3.1029 2.792E-01

-1.078E+00

5.239E-02 -3.5722 2.865E-01 -6.220E-04

-4.353E+00

0.040

1.2460

8.986E-02

-1.268E-02 -3.0785 2.773E-01

-9.743E-01

4.160E-02 -3.5083 2.769E-01 -6.818E-04

-4.303E+00

0.050

1.1793

1.037E-01

-1.321E-02 -3.0488 2.744E-01

-8.635E-01

3.077E-02 -3.3986 2.659E-01 -7.439E-04

-4.266E+00

0.075

0.8045

1.866E-01

-1.788E-02 -2.9697 2.660E-01

-6.122E-01

7.491E-03 -3.0852 2.391E-01 -8.801E-04

-4.214E+00

0.100

0.3500

2.871E-01

-2.381E-02 -2.8940 2.576E-01

-4.123E-01

-1.012E-02 -2.7947 2.163E-01 -9.848E-04

4.201E+00

0.150

-0.5264

4.782E-01

-3.519E-02 -2.7610 2.426E-01

-1.319E-01

-3.338E-02 -2.3312 1.818E-01 -1.125E-03

4.239E+00

0.200

-1.2884

6.413E-01

-4.486E-02 -2.6504 2.301E-01

4.637E-02

-4.690E-02 -1.9927 1.576E-01 -1.209E-03

4.325E+00

0.250

-1.9422

7.789E-01

-5.295E-02 -2.5573 2.196E-01

1.631E-01

-5.478E-02 -1.7399 1.398E-01 -1.258E-03

4.438E+00

0.300

-2.5071

8.961E-01

-5.976E-02 -2.4780 2.107E-01

2.407E-01

-5.919E-02 -1.5470 1.265E-01 -1.286E-03

4.571E+00

0.400

-3.4360

1.085E+00

-7.059E-02 -2.3495 1.961E-01

3.244E-01

-6.197E-02 -1.2793 1.085E-01 -1.304E-03

-4.872E+00

0.500

-4.1699

1.231E+00

-7.878E-02 -2.2510 1.849E-01

3.544E-01

-6.046E-02 -1.1111 9.757E-02 -1.294E-03

-5.211E+00

0.750

-5.4797

1.482E+00

-9.245E-02 -2.0865 1.659E-01

3.284E-01

-4.979E-02 -0.9131 8.570E-02 -1.219E-03

-6.154E+00

1.000

-6.3464

1.641E+00

-1.006E-01 -1.9931 1.546E-01

2.530E-01

-3.709E-02 -0.8641 8.405E-02 -1.123E-03

-7.174E+00

1.500

-7.4087

1.823E+00

-1.093E-01 -1.9162 1.438E-01

9.019E-02

-1.551E-02 -0.9200 9.103E-02 -9.407E-04

-9.253E+00

2.000

-8.0057

1.916E+00

-1.130E-01 -1.9173 1.418E-01

-3.828E-02

-1.252E-03 -1.0327 1.016E-01 -7.926E-04

-1.122E+01

3.000

-8.5793

1.985E+00

-1.146E-01 -2.0184 1.499E-01

-1.744E-01

9.393E-03 -1.2453 1.214E-01 -5.919E-04

1.438E+01

4.000

-8.8246

1.990E+00

-1.131E-01 -2.1475 1.635E-01

-1.844E-01

3.919E-03 -1.3849 1.357E-01 -4.855E-04

1.619E+01

5.000

-8.9855

1.975E+00

-1.105E-01 -2.2496 1.764E-01

-1.043E-01

-1.187E-02 -1.4511 1.446E-01 -4.439E-04

1.671E+01

7.500

-9.3927

1.925E+00

-1.032E-01 -2.3572 1.973E-01

3.465E-01

-7.832E-02 -1.3728 1.490E-01 -5.176E-04

1.458E+01

10.000

-9.7350

1.879E+00

-9.666E-02 -2.4139 2.117E-01

1.010E+00

-1.678E-01 -1.0631 1.370E-01 -7.420E-04

1.123E+01
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Table 3-8. The parameters used to calculate the aleatory variability and parametric
modeling uncertainty developed in this study (in natural log unit).
T (s)

c12

c13

c14

σReg

σPar

PGA

-5.54E-02

9.78E-01 6.63E-01

1.00E-01

2.88E-01

PGV

-4.10E-02

8.76E-01 6.11E-01

1.94E-01

3.73E-01

0.010

-5.60E-02

9.82E-01 6.64E-01

1.32E-01

2.81E-01

0.020

-5.59E-02

9.83E-01 6.65E-01

9.28E-02

2.81E-01

0.030

-5.77E-02 1.00E+00 6.76E-01

8.33E-02

2.77E-01

0.040

-5.77E-02 1.01E+00 6.88E-01

7.98E-02

2.79E-01

0.050

-5.78E-02 1.03E+00 7.01E-01

7.76E-02

2.72E-01

0.075

-5.61E-02 1.03E+00 7.21E-01

7.38E-02

2.52E-01

0.100

-5.65E-02 1.05E+00 7.32E-01

7.17E-02

2.65E-01

0.150

-5.59E-02 1.04E+00 7.24E-01

7.16E-02

2.76E-01

0.200

-5.60E-02 1.03E+00 7.15E-01

7.43E-02

2.58E-01

0.250

-5.37E-02 1.02E+00 7.12E-01

7.79E-02

2.68E-01

0.300

-5.11E-02 1.01E+00 7.18E-01

8.15E-02

2.84E-01

0.400

-4.70E-02

9.87E-01 7.25E-01

8.76E-02

3.40E-01

0.500

-4.42E-02

9.81E-01 7.36E-01

9.23E-02

3.57E-01

0.750

-3.84E-02

9.67E-01 7.60E-01

9.91E-02

3.74E-01

1.000

-3.14E-02

9.33E-01 7.70E-01

1.02E-01

3.92E-01

1.500

-2.27E-02

8.83E-01 7.76E-01

1.05E-01

4.26E-01

2.000

-1.84E-02

8.57E-01 7.78E-01

1.06E-01

4.40E-01

3.000

-1.89E-02

8.59E-01 7.77E-01

1.07E-01

5.80E-01

4.000

-1.60E-02

8.30E-01 7.66E-01

1.07E-01

5.89E-01

5.000

-1.53E-02

8.26E-01 7.66E-01

1.07E-01

6.31E-01

7.500

-1.43E-02

8.15E-01 7.62E-01

1.13E-01

7.21E-01

10.000

-1.70E-02

8.22E-01 7.52E-01

1.40E-01

7.39E-01
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4

Summary

This manuscript covers two important topics in the field of earthquake
engineering and engineering seismology. In the first phase of the study, a new framework
for generation of earthquake time histories is developed. The proposed method makes use
of the kinematic earthquake source model, the deterministic wave propagation applying
discrete wavenumber/finite element technique, and the stochastic finite-fault simulation
approaches to generate spectrum-compatible time histories for a region. In the proposed
method, low-frequency part of synthetics (derived from the deterministic approach) are
combined with high-frequency synthetics (generated from the stochastic finite-fault
approach) in a transient cross-over frequency using matched filters to construct hybrid
broadband (HBB) synthetics.
The procedure is applied to simulate the seismic time histories for central and
eastern U.S. for earthquake magnitudes of M 5.5–7.5 in the distance range of 2–200 km.
The most recent suggested seismological and geological information for the region
available are incorporated in the study. The procedure is evaluated and validated by
comparing the pseudo spectral accelerations (PSAs) of the generated synthetics with the
ground–motion models in CEUS. A short documentation of the software packages is
delivered for future applications of the proposed framework which includes the main
parameters and required input files to execute the package.
The second phase of this study encompasses the development of alternative GMM
for central and eastern North America. The new set of GMM is developed based on the
hybrid-empirical method (HEM) and incorporating the hybrid broadband simulation
technique for synthetic strong ground-motion simulations. To perform the HEM
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technique, HBB synthetics are generated for two regions of WUS and CENA from
different shaking scenarios. The updated empirical GMMs for WNA (i.e., NGA-West2
GMMs) are employed in this study, and are weighted following the procedure adopted by
the 2014 USGS National Seismic Hazard Maps. The new GMM is developed in the
earthquake moment magnitude range of M 5–8, in a distance range of 2–1000 km, and
for the suggested generic hard rock site condition with Vs30 = 3 km/s. The model is
developed to represent the intensity measures of peak ground acceleration and velocity
(PGA, and PGV) as well as PSAs at spectral periods of 0.01–10 seconds with 5%
damping ratios.
The results from this study is compared with the existing ground-motion models
in the CENA. In addition, comprehensive residual analyses (considering both inter-event
and intra-event residuals) with respects to the magnitude and distance are accomplished
for small to moderate earthquakes recorded in the region and available in the NGA-East
dataset. The epistemic and aleatory uncertainties have been investigated.
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Appendix A.

Additional Descriptions of the Long Period Ground-Motion Model Description

This section represents the original appendix of the paper published on groundmotion simulations and presented in Chapter 2.
ACF Source Model
In this study, the von Karman auto correlation function (ACF) is employed to
model the slip distributions over the fault plane. Following Main and Beroza (2002), von
Karman ACF is characterized in space by C(r), or in the frequency domain by a power
spectral density (PSD), P(k), as presented in equations (A1)–(A3):

C(r) =

GH (r)
GH (0)

( A1 )

P(k) =

a x az
(1+ k 2 )H +1

( A2 )

and

GH (r) = r H K H (r)

( A3 )

where KH is the modified Bessel function of the first kind with the order of H, r is the
distance, H is the Hurst exponent which represents the spectral decay at high wave
numbers, and k is the wavenumber. The characteristic scales are symbolized by the
correlation length along the strike and downdip directions, ax, and az, respectively. The
wavenumber, k, and distance, r, are characterized using the directional correlation length
according to equations (A4) and (A5). In these equations, x and kx are the distance and
the wavenumber along the strike, respectively. Similarly, z and kz are the distance and the
wavenumber downdip direction, respectively.
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x2 z2
r= ( 2 + 2)
a x az

( A4 )

k = (ax2 k x2 + az2 kz2 )

( A5 )

Source Time Function
The comparison between different source time functions in frequency and time
domains are shown in the Figure A1. The slip rate STFs are normalized to have a unit
area (i.e., unit slip).
Wave Propagation
In the COMPSYN package, the Green’s function is calculated in the
frequency/wavenumber domain and using the finite element technique. The lowfrequency displacement, u, and its vertical derivative uˊ is
∞

u (r , φ , z, t ) = ∑ ∫
m

0

k
[ (U zkm ( z , t ) Rkm ( r , φ ) + U rkm ( z , t ) S km ( r , φ ) + U φmk ( z , t )Tkm ( r , φ )]dk
2π

( A6 )
and
∞

u ′( r , φ , z , t ) = ∑ ∫
m

0

k
[ (U ′zkm ( z , t ) R km ( r , φ ) + U rk′ m ( z , t ) S km ( r , φ ) + U φ′km ( z , t )Tkm ( r , φ )]dk
2π

( A7 )
(Spudich and Xu, 2003), in which u ′ ≡ du / dz , k is the horizontal wavenumber, m is the
m

m

m

angular order, ( r , φ , z ) are cylindrical coordinates, t is the time, Rk , Sk , and Tk are the
m
m
m
m
m
m
vector surface harmonics and U zk ,U rk ,Uϕ k ,U zk′ ,U rk′ , and U ϕ′ k are expansion coefficients (see

Olson et al., 1984 for more details).
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Figure A1. Different normalized source time functions (STFs): Boxcar, Triangle, and
regularized Yoffe (Tinti et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2006). All STFs are normalized to have a
unit area (unit slip). (Top) Slip-rate functions in time domain, (middle) normalized slip
functions in time domain, and (bottom) normalized Fourier amplitude spectra. Times and
periods are also normalized to the slip rise time (TR).
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Appendix B.

Additional Information for Development of GMPEs

The Appendix B represents supporting materials in the original appendix of the
paper to develop GMPEs represented in Chapter 3 of this document.

Table B1. The validity range of NGA-West2 GMPEs in terms of magnitude, distance
and site condition.
Model

M

R (km)

VS30 (m/s)

ASK14

3.0 ≤ M ≤ 8.5

0 ≤ Rrup ≤ 300

180 ≤ Vs ≤ 1000

BSSA14
CB14
CY14
I14

3.0 ≤ M ≤ 8.5
3.5 ≤ M ≤ 8.5
3.5 ≤ M ≤ 8.5
5.0 ≤ M

0 ≤ RJB ≤ 400
0 ≤ Rrup ≤ 300
0 ≤ Rrup ≤ 300
0 ≤ Rrup ≤ 150

150 ≤ Vs ≤ 1500
250 ≤ Vs ≤ 1500
180 ≤ Vs ≤ 1500
450 ≤ Vs

Note: Maximum magnitudes are represented for the strike slip mechanism

Kinematic Source
DWFE method
(COMPSYN)

Slip Rate

Slip

Long period synthetics

Stress

Stochastic method
(SMSIM)

High frequency synthetics
Combine
Filter

Broadband synthetics

RotD50 intensity measures

Figure B1. The flowchart of the broadband simulations used in this study (Source:
Shahjouei and Pezeshk, 2015). The sensor-independent period-dependent intensity
parameters are represented as RotD50 intensity measures.
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Figure B2. A sample of shaking scenario and kinematic source model used for M7
simulations in CENA. (a) Shows the slip distribution (shaded pattern) over the fault
plane, the rupture front (contours), and the location of hypothetical hypocenter (star); (b)
represents the distribution of stress parameter used in the high-frequency simulations. It
is scaled in which the geometric mean over the fault area equals the desired value; (c) and
(d) represent the rise time and the slip velocity distributions, respectively.
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Appendix C.

CENA Regionalization and List of Earthquakes Used from NGA-East database

In the NGA-East flatfile database CENA are regionalized to four regions of (1)
Mississippi Embayment/Gulf Coast region (MEM); (2) Central North America (CNA);
(3) The Appalachian Province (APP); and (4) The Atlantic Coastal Plain (ACP). The
regions are shown in Figure C1.

Figure C1. Four regions defined and numbered for CENA in the NGA-East as (1)
Mississippi Embayment/Gulf Coast region; (2) Central North America; (3) the
Appalachian Province; and (4) the Atlantic Coastal Plain (Source: Goulet and Bozorgnia,
2015)
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Table C1 represents the earthquakes (from NGA-East database) used in the
comparison and residual analyses of Chapter 3. All potentially induced earthquakes
(PIEs) as well as all stations located within Gulf Coast region are excluded in the
comparision.

Table C1. List of earthquakes used in the comparison and residual analyses of the developed
GMPEs

Earthquake Location
Year
La Malbaie QC
10/28/1997
Cap-Rouge QC
11/6/1997
Cote-Nord QC
3/16/1999
Kipawa QC
1/1/2000
Enola AR
5/4/2001
Caborn IN
6/18/2002
Ft Payne AL
4/29/2003
Jefferson VA
12/9/2003
Riviere Du Loup QC 3/6/2005
Mt Carmel IL
4/18/2008
Mont Laurier QC
10/19/1990
Val-des-Bois QC
6/23/2010
Au Sable Forks NY
4/20/2002
Saguenay QC
11/25/1988
Mt Carmel IL
4/18/2008
Mineral VA
8/23/2011

Magnitude
4.29
4.45
4.43
4.62
4.37
4.55
4.62
4.25
4.65
4.64
4.47
5.1
4.99
5.85
5.3
5.74
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Latitude
47.672
46.801
49.615
46.84
35.205
37.983
34.494
37.774
47.7528
38.48
46.474
45.904
44.513
48.117
38.45
37.905

Longitude
-69.905
-71.424
-66.344
-78.925
-92.194
-87.795
-85.629
-78.1
-69.7321
-87.89
-75.591
-75.497
-73.699
-71.184
-87.89
-77.975

Depth (km)
5
21.7
17
13
6
17.5
12
10
13
14
11.5
18.7
10
26
15.7
8

Appendix D.

A Guideline to the Synthetic Earthquake Simulation Platform

This chapter presents the hybrid broadband simulation procedure, which was
developed and implemented in this study. The software package to generate the hybrid
simulation procedure and the needed input parameters are described in this appendix.
Examples of input/output files and parameters from different steps of the platform
for a particular simulation of earthquake magnitude M 6.5 in central and eastern North
America are provided and discussed in this chapter.
Step 1: The Fault Geometry and Station Map
The first step in the procedure is to calculate the fault area and its dimensions
(length and width) for a given earthquake magnitude. There are regional empirical
relations (described in Chapter 2) provide the estimation of the rupture area and the
associated length and width. Having calculated the rupture area, for a given magnitude,
the mean slip value can be estimated. The mean slip values are used in the next step of
the simulation procedure.
Considering the fault geometry and dip angle, the virtual stations are distributed
in different distances and azimuths. In this platform, stations at any given distance to the
fault are distributed so that they have almost equal distances from each other. An
example of station distribution at the surface is presented in the Figure 2-2. Following,
the required input parameters and output files used in this step are discussed
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Input Parameters
Box D1 shows input parameters needed to be set in order to develop the map of
stations and calculate their relative coordinates to the predefined fault in Cartesian
coordinate system. The parameters included the distance range of stations, fault length,
magnitude, numbers of equal angles between strike and fault normal, considered
minimum and maximum distance, and a model name. These parameters are set at the
beginning of the MATLAB script for the station generation.

R=[2,5,10,15,20,30,40,50,60,70,80,90,100,110,120,130,140,150,160,170,180,200]; %Km (Rjb)
FL=18.0; % Fault Length (km)
Mw=6.5; % Just to plot on figure
NA=3; % # of equal angle range between strike and fault normal
Rinit=2; % Min R in km
Rend=200; % Max R in km
name='MC1_M65'; % Model name

Box D1. Input parameters set at the beginning of the MATLAB script.

Output Files
The MATLAB script generates the following main output files:

•

Figure of station map (stationMC1_M65.tif). An example of generated figure
is shown in Figure 2-2.
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•

A file summarizes the number of stations with the same distance
(nsta_mod_MC1_M65.txt)

•

A text file contains a list of station name (id) with their coordinates
(stations_MC1_M65.txt). The file of station locations will be used in the next
steps of simulation procedure. The first few lines of the sample file is given in
Table D1.

Table D1. First 8 lines of the station file name. It includes the id (ISTA), distance, and
coordinates of stations in the Cartesian coordinate system relative to the fault plane. The
origin is located in the middle of strike of the fault at the surface.
ISTA
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

RJB
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

X
-11.00
-10.95
-10.80
-10.56
-10.25
-9.87
-9.45
-9.00

Y
0.00
0.45
0.87
1.25
1.56
1.80
1.95
2.00

Z
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Step 2: Kinematic Source Characterization
The second step in the simulation is to characterize the slip and stress
distributions over the fault plane. In this stage, the fault is divided into subfaults and the
kinematic source parameters are defined in each subfault. It should be noted that the
long-period and high-frequency synthetics are generated using the finite-fault simulation.
The modified rupture model generator originally developed by Mai and Beroza (2000,
2002) is used in this study. The main input parameters in this step are:
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•

Fault length and width

•

Dip angle

•

Moment magnitude

•

Desired subfault dimensions

•

Taper dimensions in left, right and top of the fault

•

Auto correlation function (fractal, von Karman, exponential, or Gaussian):
following selection some other parameters need to be selected

•

Depth of top of rupture (ZTOR)

•

Velocity model around the rupture area (in a separate text file)

•

Rupture velocity and how rupture propagates on the fault

•

Average rise time value for the region and its distribution on the fault

•

Average of stress parameter and its distribution on the rupture area (It will be used
in high-frequency synthetic simulations)

•

Hypothetical hypocenter location
The general definition of different terms used in the physics-based simulation to

develop synthetic ground motion may be found in the literature and books (e.g., Udias,
1999; Stein and Wysession, 2013). The program generates the rupture model on the fault
using the abovementioned setting parameters and assuming the spatial random field
model which describes the quantities with heterogonous spatial distribution. The
generated slip, stress, slip rate, and rise time distributions are being implemented in both
high-frequency and low-frequency simulations. The examples of fault characterization
representing slip, stress, rise time, slip rate distributions and rupture front are shown in
Figures 2-3 and 2-4.
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The slip data input file to be used in the COMPSYN package may be developed at
this stage. If so, the user may need to set up some other input parameters. These
parameters will be discussed later in the long-period synthetic generation part.

Development of the Spatial Random Field
The spatial 2D random field model in rupture model generator (Mai and Beroza,
2000, 2002) uses an algorithm based on the spectral synthetic method by Pardo-Igúzquiza
and Chica-Olmo (1993). The function simulates anisotropic random fields with different
correlation lengths in both directions. Based on the selection of the desired auto
correlation function (e.g., Guassian, von Karman, exponential, and fractal distribution),
the different correlation coefficients (correlation lengths, Hurst exponents, or fractal
dimension) are required. These coefficients are estimated from a study by Mai and
Beroza, (2002) by compiling a database of 44 published finite-source rupture models
from 24 earthquakes. To consider the variability of coefficients, in the generator rupture
model these coefficients are drawn from a normal distribution function with the mean and
sigma equal to mean and 50% standard deviation given in the study of Mai and Beroza,
(2002).
Wavenumber vectors in both directions are calculated based on the number of the
subfaults in each directions. The power spectral density (as a function of correlation
coefficients and wavenumber vectors in both directions) is constructed and then the
frequency/wavenumber values are generated using the amplitudes of spectral densities
and applying some random values at each subfault. The amplitudes of the final
distribution are normalized to include the mean and standard deviation equal to the
calculated mean of slip (from the step 2) and twice the mean of slip, respectively. This
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scaling warranties the distribution of the slip on the fault is appropriately associated with
the desired earthquake magnitude. The kinematic earthquake source model developed
from the spatial random field model represents the slip over the fault plane and is used in
the long-period synthetic simulations.
The static stress-drop distribution for a given slip distribution is achieved using
the concept of a static stiffness function by Andrews (1980) that involves the Fourier
transform of the slip on the fault. The stress distribution is used in the finite-fault
stochastic approach to develop the high–frequency synthetics.

Input Files and Parameters
In the second step, in order to develop the source characterization model and
calculate the distances between stations and subfaults, two sets of inputs are required: (1)
input text files read, and (2) input parameters set within the MTLAB script. Here is the
list of input text files:

•

A text file includes the station locations which has been generated in the
previous step (example: stations_MC1_M65.txt)

•

A text file contains the crustal structure or velocity model. An example of
such crustal model is given in Table 2-1.

The following parameters are adjusted at the beginning of the MATLAB script to
model the rupture and distribute the slip on the fault plane: slip model name (append),
fault dimensions, earthquake magnitude, faulting mechanism, model name, ACF type,
subfault dimensions, dip angle, ZTOT, names of text files included the velocity model and
stations locations, region name, rupture propagation index, rise time distribution index,
rake, slip direction, etc. The examples of such parameters are given in Box D2.
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Box D2. Example of parameters to characterize the earthquake source distribution.

srcpar=[12, 18, 5.0]; % [W(km), L(km), Mw]
mech='SS'; % Fault mechanism: 'ss', 'ds', 'al' for strike slip, dip slip, and normal faulting both types
model='MC1_M65'; % The name for model
seed=[]; % seed=[]:new seed number %seed=FixedRseed : fixed seed number
append='H1S1R1V1'; % slip model name which will be append to model name
acf='ak'; % different ACF: 'ex', 'ak', 'fr', or 'gs'
corr= [];% develop [az,ax,H] for "ak"
samp=[0.25 0.25]; % subfault dimensions [DZ,DX]
grd='nod'; % 'nod', or 'sub'
nexp=1.8;
wlevel=[];
taper=[0.25 0.25 0.25]; % taper at edges: [left/right top bottom] (in km)
dip=90;

% 0<dip<180

outfile='n'; % write ascii file?
fig='y';
depth=45;

% figure inside slipreal?
% max depth of slip

htop = 3; % ZTOR
vprof_name= Vs-Mooney.txt’; % velocity file name
vrat=0.80; % Vr/Vs
vrnd=0.2; % vrnd=sigma (i.e., vrnd=0.2 means random with std relative to the average)
region='CEUS'; % (CEUS or WUS)
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Box D2. Continue.

irup=2; % Rupture index: (0): Randomize (1) GP10, (2) Modified GP10, (3) random added to GP10
irise_avecalc=4; % average rise time index: (0) constant, (1) Somerville (1999, 2001), (2)Somerville
(2009), (3) Sato 1989, (4) GP2010
irise_distrib=5; % rise time distribution index (0): Uniform, (1): Normal random distribution, (2):
Frankel (2009), (3): Modified Frankel (2009), (4): Grave and Pitakara (2010), (5): Modified GP10
stressc_SMSIM=250; % stress in Bars
rake = 160; %used only if mech='al'
slpdir='LL'; % slip direction (LL, RL, NO, TF) ; useful if mechanism is "ss" or "ds"
stations_name='stations_MC1_M65.txt';
dt_s=0.01; % desired dt for stochastic

%**** Parameters to write *.sld file of input for COMPSYN ******
WritePar.oldmod='CEUS/MC1';
WritePar.freq = [0 3.3 3.3]; %[f1,f2,f3], (was in creatRupt.m)
WritePar.decay = 0.5;

% power decay applied on f>f2

WritePar.STF = 'B'; % STF (B: boxcar, E: decaying exponential, L: Liu (ali added)
WritePar.vrat_desired=vrat;
WritePar.xobs = 0.0;

% observer locations, [0 0] for all stations

WritePar.yobs = 0.0;
WritePar.rnpw = 15;
WritePar.numin = 100;

% numbers of points in quadrature
% min # of points in x, y

WritePar.nvmin = 100;
WritePar.durfc = 1.0;

% duration factor for rise time

Output Files
The MATLAB scripts produce the following output files to be used in the next
steps of earthquake simulation:
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•

Figures of slip, stress, rise time, rupture front, and slip rate. Examples of such
figures are shown in Figures 2-3 and 2-4.

•

A *.sld file which contains the slip rate values at subfaults. This file is one of
the input files which will be used in COMPSYN package (example:
MC1_M65_CEUS_Slip(H1S1R1V1).sld).

•

Four text files include the stress parameter at each subfault (example:
Stress_MC1_M65_CEUS_H1S1R1V1.txt), rupture front at each subfault
(example: RupFrontArray_MC1_M65_CEUS_H1S1R1V1.txt), the distance
(example: dist_MC1_M65_CEUS_H1S1R1V1.txt), and arrival time of the
first wave from each subfault to each station (example:
timein_MC1_M65_CEUS_H1S1R1V1.txt). The data are stored in these files
in a single column. These files are used in the stochastic finite-fault simulation
part of the platform for the high-frequency synthetic generation.

Step 3: Long-period Synthetic Simulations
The long-period synthetic simulations in this study are calculated using the
software package COMPSYN by Spudich and Xu (2003). I strongly suggest the user to
carefully read the documentation of the software package and the detailed instructions by
developers before any application. In this section, a brief description of the most
important parameters and the procedure is given. The application flowchart is illustrated
in Figure D1. The package includes the main five stages to develop synthetic time
histories:
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•

OLSON: Computes the Green’s functions in a frequency and wavenumber
domain for 1D velocity structure (laterally homogeneous velocity model). It is the
most time-consuming part of the application.

•

XOLSON: Here the output of OLSON are rearranged in a fairly fast procedure.

•

TFAULT: The Green’s functions on the user-defined fault plane are calculated in
TFAULT by implementing the Bessel transforms of the XOLSON output (from
frequency-wavenumber domain to the space-frequency domain) in a time
consuming procedure.

•

SLIP: SLIP integrates the individual dot products of slip values (distributed on the
fault) and the Green’s functions over the fault plane to calculate the groundmotion spectra at the surface observers.

•

SEESLO: In this stage, the synthetics are generated using the inverse Fourier
transform and applying predefined filters.
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Figure D1. The application flowchart of the COMPSYN package (Spudich and Xu,
2003).
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The abovementioned procedures require applying user-defined input files.
Adjusting some parameters in input files require some computations based on the
geometry of the fault, characteristics of crustal structures and the observer locations.

Setting up Input Parameters
The following are the input parameters considered in the long-period simulations:

•

Fault geometry (length, width, and dip) and ZTOR

•

Crustal structure

•

Earthquake magnitude

•

Observer locations (virtual stations)

•

Ratio of rupture to shear wave velocity

•

Ratio of Rayleigh wave to shear wave velocity

•

Rise time

•

Sampling rate and time domain time step (dt)

•

Minimum, maximum and cutting frequency in OLSON phase

•

Initial and increment numbers of wave number

•

Fade ratio

•

Number of sample points per wavelength

•

Minimum numbers of sample points in horizontal and down-dip directions

•

Number of stations (<99) in each run and their associated coordinates

•

Four taper frequencies (for filtering)
Developing the input file for OLSON (*.OLD) requires some considerations and

computations. For more information, please read “How to Set Up a problem” section in
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the manual of COMPSYN package. The SLIP input file (*.SLD) includes the following
additional parameters:

•

Type of slip velocity function.

•

Minimum, intermediate and maximum frequency to run.

•

Horizontal and down-dip limits of integration on the fault

•

Fault mechanism and slip direction (rake) angle.

•

Rupture time and rise time arrays at each down-dip coordinate corresponding to
points along the strike of the fault.

•

Arrays of strike-slip and dip-slip velocity amplitudes corresponding to points
along the strike of the fault. These are calculated implementing the slip velocity
distribution over the fault, assuming a fault mechanism, and slip direction (rake)
angle.
There are some default parameters that have been set for the general application

of the software package. However, the user may need to change some based on the
problem.

Running the Software Package
The software application could run for the user-defined problem using the input
files. The package is written in FORTRAN language and is broken down to sub-programs
as described before. OLSON and XOLSON need to be run once for a given crustal
structure model for all stations (in the appropriate station-fault distance range) and slip
models. Executing the analysis on the same medium but for different stations (more than
maximum allowable of 99) could be initiated from TFAULT program using the output of
XOLSON. Different slip distributions for a set of stations and a crustal model could be
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considered by initiating the analysis from SLIP step and reading the output of TFAULT
in a fairly fast procedure. The package generates the displacement and velocity time
histories in three directions (fault-normal, fault-parallel, and vertical) at the defined
stations (observers). I strongly suggest the user to carefully read the documentation of the
COMPSYN software package before running the program. Following the input and
output files are discussed in more detail.

Input Files
As discussed earlier, COMPSYN package reads a number of input text files with
a particular format. The input files are three data files (*.OLD, *.TFD, and *.SLD) in
which some parameters are given, and five *.TIN files (olson.TIN, xolson.TIN,
tfault.TIN, slip.TIN, and seeslo.TIN) which mostly include desired names of input and
output files in the consequent procedure of the simulation. An example input file of
OLSON program (MC1_M65_Olson.OLD) is shown in Box D3. In Boxes D4 and D5,
the input data files of TFAULT (MC1_M65_Tfault_Pack1.TFD) and SLIP
(MC1_M65_CEUS_Slip(H1S1R1V1).SLD) are respectively presented.
Examples of input *.TIN files are shown in Boxes D6–D10 for olson.TIN,
xolson.TIN, tfault.TIN, slip.TIN, and seeslo.TIN, respectively.
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Box D3. Example of OLSON input data file (*.OLD).
Title: Olson input; Mw=6.5, Fault=[ 18.0 12.0] Km, dip=90.0
fmax: 3.0
fcut: 3.0
tmax: 122.0
dt: 0.02000
tfade: 25
rmax: 739
nk1: 1
nk2: 1704
ksk: 1
Crustal Structure..... end with a negative number
Depth (km), alpha(Vp,km/s), Beta (Vs,km/s),rho(gr/cm3)
0.00, 4.90, 2.83, 2.52,
1.00, 4.90, 2.83, 2.52,
1.00, 6.10, 3.52, 2.74,
10.00, 6.10, 3.52, 2.74,
10.00, 6.50, 3.75, 2.83,
20.00, 6.50, 3.75, 2.83,
20.00, 6.70, 3.87, 2.88,
40.00, 6.70, 3.87, 2.88,
40.00, 8.10, 4.68, 3.33,
511.00, 8.10, 4.68, 3.33,
-1
Min,Max desired receiver depths,& integer grid increment
0.80, 13. 20, 1,
Desired depth of point force source: 0.0
Components to be cacualted (V=vert, H=horiz,B:both):B

Box D4. Example of TFAULT input data file (*.TFD).
Minimum allowable number of samples/cycle in J tables [cr=30]: 30
Least and greatest horizontal coordinate of fault plane (km): -9.10, 9.10
Least and greatest downdip coordinate of fault plane (km):0.90,13.10
Fault plane dip (degrees, 0 < dip < 180): 90.0
Real number of sample points per wavelength: 8.0
Minimum number of sample points in horizontal direction:100
Minimum number of sample points in downdip direction: 18
Minimum, intermediate, and maximum frequencies to do:0.0, 3.00, 3.00,
Power of frequency to use above intermed freq for sample density:0.50
Minimum number of sample points in downdip direction: 18
List of observer coordinates: X,Y,(km):
-11.00, 0.00,
-10.95, 0.45,
-10.80, 0.87,
…….
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Box D5. Example of SLIP input data file (*.SLD).
title: MC1_M65,CEUS/CM1
f1, f2, f3: 0.0, 3.0, 3.0
power decay: 0.5
source time function (Box (B), Exp(E), Kos,Liu(L)):B
umin, umax for integral on fault plane: -8.99, 8.99
vmin, vmax for integral on fault plane: 1.01, 12.99
desired rupture/shear velocity ratio: 0.80
========== OBSERVER INFORMATION ==========
X Y pts/wvln min U samp min Vsamp
- - -------- ---------- --------0.0, 0.0, 15.0,
100,
100
============== SLIPMODEL ===============
duration factor: 0.5
rup time based on rup/shear vel ratio: 0.80
desired moment(cr=what model below gives)dyn.cm: 6.31e+25
------ down dip coordinate, v = 1.000
uc: -9.00,-8.50,-8.00,-7.50,-7.00,-6.50,-6.00,-5.50,-5.00,-4.50,-4.00,-3.50,-3.00,-2.50,-2.00,-1.50,1.00,-0.50, 0.00, 0.50, 1.00, 1.50, 2.00, 2.50, 3.00, 3.50, 4.00, 4.50, 5.00, 5.50, 6.00, 6.50, 7.00, 7.50,
8.00, 8.50, 9.00
rt: 8.17, 7.38, 7.16, 7.05, 7.01, 7.06, 7.04, 7.01, 6.87, 6.70, 6.51, 6.46, 6.45, 6.39, 6.45, 6.51, 6.51,
6.62, 6.87, 7.18, 7.47, 7.69, 7.79, 7.74, 7.81, 7.96, 8.15, 8.34, 8.52, 8.63, 8.78, 8.87, 8.99, 9.27,
9.63,10.18,11.10
dr: 0.17, 0.28, 0.31, 0.32, 0.31, 0.29, 0.28, 0.28, 0.31, 0.35, 0.40, 0.42, 0.44, 0.47, 0.47, 0.47, 0.50,
0.49, 0.44, 0.37, 0.33, 0.30, 0.31, 0.36, 0.38, 0.38, 0.37, 0.36, 0.36, 0.37, 0.38, 0.41, 0.43, 0.40, 0.35,
0.27, 0.16
ss:
15.56,26.03,28.91,29.67,29.10,26.97,26.49,26.51,29.06,32.75,37.89,39.78,40.97,44.42,44.14,44.34,
46.70,46.09,40.98,35.01,30.81,28.69,29.28,33.73,35.49,35.67,34.70,33.91,33.54,35.22,36.06,38.40,
40.50,37.82,33.35,25.55,14.97
ds: -0.00,-0.00,-0.00,-0.00,-0.00,-0.00,-0.00,-0.00,-0.00,-0.00,-0.00,-0.00,-0.00,-0.00,-0.00,-0.00,0.00,-0.00,-0.00,-0.00,-0.00,-0.00,-0.00,-0.00,-0.00,-0.00,-0.00,-0.00,-0.00,-0.00,-0.00,-0.00,-0.00,0.00,-0.00,-0.00,-0.00
------ down dip coordinate, v = 1.500
uc: -9.00,-8.50,-8.00,-7.50,-7.00,-6.50,-6.00,-5.50,-5.00,-4.50,-4.00,-3.50,-3.00,-2.50,-2.00,-1.50,1.00,-0.50, 0.00, 0.50, 1.00, 1.50, 2.00, 2.50, 3.00, 3.50, 4.00, 4.50, 5.00, 5.50, 6.00, 6.50, 7.00, 7.50,
8.00, 8.50, 9.00
rt: 8.08, 7.24, 6.88, 6.70, 6.60, 6.52, 6.58, 6.59, 6.40, 6.19, 5.95, 5.85, 5.78, 5.82, 5.83, 5.83, 5.98,
6.18, 6.33, 6.54, 6.76, 7.02, 7.18, 7.23, 7.42, 7.58, 7.76, 8.00, 8.19, 8.37, 8.46, 8.62, 8.73, 8.95, 9.25,
9.76,10.83
dr: 0.15, 0.26, 0.32, 0.34, 0.35, 0.36, 0.33, 0.32, 0.36, 0.42, 0.51, 0.55, 0.60, 0.60, 0.62, 0.65, 0.61,
0.57, 0.55, 0.51, 0.47, 0.42, 0.42, 0.45, 0.43, 0.43, 0.43, 0.40, 0.40, 0.40, 0.43, 0.43, 0.46, 0.45, 0.42,
0.33, 0.17
ss:
13.96,24.32,29.73,31.96,32.91,33.46,30.84,29.95,34.04,39.70,47.75,52.24,56.30,56.53,58.30,61.15,
57.90,53.58,51.66,47.73,44.20,39.95,39.22,42.08,40.96,40.53,40.15,37.85,37.56,37.48,40.05,40.83,
43.38,42.32,39.35,31.12,16.36
ds: -0.00,-0.00,-0.00,-0.00,-0.00,-0.00,-0.00,-0.00,-0.00,-0.00,-0.00,-0.00,-0.00,-0.00,-0.00,-0.00,0.00,-0.00,-0.00,-0.00,-0.00,-0.00,-0.00,-0.00,-0.00,-0.00,-0.00,-0.00,-0.00,-0.00,-0.00,-0.00,-0.00,0.00,-0.00,-0.00,-0.00
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Box D6. Example of ‘olson.TIN’ input file.
MC1_M65_Olson.old
OutOlson_MC1_M65
# first line is the name of input data file
# second line is the stem name for all output files from olson

Box D7. Example of ‘xolson.TIN’ input file.
OutOlson_MC1_M65
OutXolson_MC1_M65
# First line is the name of output files from olson
# Second line is the stem name for all output files from xolson

Box D8. Example of ‘tfault.TIN’ input file.
MC1_M65_Tfault_Pack1.tfd
OutTfault_MC1_M65_Pack1
OutXolson_MC1_M65.xoo
# Line 1: name of the data file define the fault geometry
# Line 2: stem root for output of tfault
# Line 3: the .xoo file generated in the previous "xolson" step

Box D9. Example of ‘slip.TIN’ input file.
MC1_M65_CEUS_Slip(H1S1R1V1).sld
OutTfault_MC1_M65_Pack1.tfo
OutSlip_MC1_M65_H1S1R1V1_Pack1
n
# Line 1: name of file includes values of slips
# Line 2: name of output file of previous step (tfault) .tfo
# Line 3: stem root for output files of the slip part
# Line 4: WANT A SLIP SURFACE OUTPUT FILE? [Y/N, CR=N]:
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Box D10. Example of ‘seeslo.TIN’ input file.
OutSlip_MC1_M65_H1S1R1V1_Pack1.slo
OutLP_MC1_M65_CEUS_H1S1R1V1_P1_

6
0.00, 0.00, 2.80, 3.00,
y
# Line 1: the otpuf name of previous step, slip (.slo)
# Line 2: A STEM FOR OUTPUT FILE NAMES seeslo part
# Line 3: PLOTTED CM PER UNIT GROUND DISPLACEMENT (CR=AUTOSCALE) set 100
# Line 4: PLOTTED CM PER UNIT GROUND VELOCITY (CR=AUTOSCALE) set 6
# Line 5: THE LENGTH OF T-AXIS IN CM (CR=6 CM)
# Line 6: FOUR TAPER FREQUENCIES IN INCREASING ORDER, (CR=0.,0.,F2,F3)
# Note: they are: FLL, FLU,FUL=F2, and FUU=F3 and F3<fcut (not fmax)in olson.old
# Line 7: Want to write seismogram files? [Y/N, CR=N];

Output Files
Output files of the COMPSYN package are:

•

PostScript (*.ps) files including generated time histories (optional).

•

Velocity time histories for all stations in three directions in Cartesian coordinate
system (vertical, fault normal, and fault parallel) based on the definition of
COMPSYN. The file names follow the format of *.xv, *.yv, and *.zv. Example
are: ‘OutLP_MC1_M65_CEUS_H1S1R1V1_P1_01.xv’,
‘OutLP_MC1_M65_CEUS_H1S1R1V1_P1_01.yv’,
‘OutLP_MC1_M65_CEUS_H1S1R1V1_P1_01.zv’.

•

Displacement time histories for all stations similar to the velocity traces. The file
names follow the format of *.xd, *.yd, and *.zd.

•

Extra output files: these files are appended as *.p and *.o which represent print
files, and output files, respectively. The output files (*.o) may be used to re-run
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the program in the future. The print files (*.p) include summaries of the running
procedure in each sub program.
COMPSYN saves the time histories in separate files for each station. Each file
includes ASCII records, one record per time sample in each line, beginning with a header
information. The number of lines (usually 100 lines) include the header information of
seismograms is given in the first line of the file. Header includes the station location,
component type, time sample, length of time history, frequencies used for filtering, etc.
Step 4: High-frequency Synthetic Simulations
The high-frequency synthetics are constructed using the finite-fault stochastic
simulation approach. The stochastic high frequency simulations use the identical fault
geometry and sets of stations as applied in the long-period simulation procedure. The
following input files are required in this step:

•

Stress: contains the stress parameter values associated with each subfault.

•

Rupture front: includes the elapsed time between initiation of rupture at each
subfault and the rupture initiation at the hypothetical hypocenter based on the
local rupture speed.

•

Distance: contains the calculated distance between each subfault to all stations.

•

Arrival time: includes the arrival time between each subfault to each observer
(station) based on their distance and the shear wave velocity of the crustal
structure model.

•

SMSIM input control file: contains the different parameters (source, site and path
effects) used in the stochastic simulations. These parameters are required to be set
based on the most recent proposed values in the literature in a region. The
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examples of such parameters are given in Tables 3-3 and 3-4 for CENA and
WNA, respectively.
Examples of distance, rupture front, stress, and arrival time input data files are:
‘dist_MC1_M65_CEUS_H1S1R1V1’, ‘RupFrontArray_MC1_M65_CEUS_H1S1R1V1’
‘Stress_MC1_M65_CEUS_H1S1R1V1’, and ‘timein_MC1_M65_CEUS_H1S1R1V1’,
respectively. The files are generated in the Step 2 of the simulation process.
Step 5: The Hybrid-Broadband Simulation
In this step, the broadband synthetics are constructed using the long-period and
high-frequency synthetics, and the response spectra are calculated at the desired spectral
periods. The main input files for this step are:

•

Station coordinates: includes the station ids and their coordinates.

•

GMRot input control file: includes the parameters used in the rotation of two
horizontal components to find the maximum response spectra.

•

Main input file of HBB: this text file is the main input file for broadband
simulation. It includes the names of input files as described in the previous parts,
names of desired output files and some other parameters. These parameters are
earthquake magnitude, time step (dt), number of stations, name of slip model,
region name, cross over frequency between stochastic and deterministic
simulations, and number of stochastic simulations at each subfault.
The main program is written in FORTRAN language and needs to be compiled

before run. Some default variables are set in the main program and the user may change
them if required. Examples of such parameters are desired frequencies and damping for
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response spectra calculations. The procedure to develop HBB are discussed in more
details in Chapter 2.
The software package reads the long-period synthetics (and the associated
headers) from the COMPSYN output files, and the acceleration time histories are
developed. The stochastic finite-fault simulations generate the high-frequency synthetics
at stations. The stochastic simulation is performed using a different initial seed number at
each subfault. These simulations are summed over the fault plane and scaled to generate
the stochastic high-frequency synthetics at a given station. The long-period and highfrequency synthetics are filtered, synchronized, and combined to produce the HBB
seismograms. The two horizontal components of the HBB are passed through the GMRot
module of the program to capture the maximum rotational response spectra. The outputs
are the PGA, PGV, and PSAs and Fourier amplitudes at the desired spectral periods. In
the following, the sample input and output files are presented

Input Files and Parameters
As discussed earlier, to generate HBB synthetics and calculate the response
spectra some input files (which have been generated in the previous steps as output files)
are read and some are set within the FORTRAN file in this step. The program reads a
main text file (Input_main_HBB.dat) that contains the name of input files and
parameters. Example of the main input data file for HBB simulation is given in Box D11.
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Box D11. Example of main input data file for HBB simulation.
stations_MC1_M65.txt
ListCompsynOut-MC1_M65-Mw6.5-H1S1R1V1.txt
dist_MC1_M65_CEUS_H1S1R1V1.txt
timein_MC1_M65_CEUS_H1S1R1V1.txt
Stress_MC1_M65_CEUS_H1S1R1V1.txt
RupFrontArray_MC1_M65_CEUS_H1S1R1V1.txt
SMSIM_input_CEUS.ctl
smc2psa_rot_gmrot_interp_acc_rot_osc_ts.ctl
CEUS
H1S1R1V1
438
0.01
2
6.5
0.0
2.4
3
GMFA_crossfreq-CEUS-MC1_M65-H1S1R1V1.txt
ResSpec_HBB_T02135s-CEUS-MC1_M65-H1S1R1V1.txt
ResSpec_HBB_AllFreq-CEUS-MC1_M65-H1S1R1V1.txt
!
! *** Description of input data ***
!
! Station file name with its coordiante and coding
! COMPSYN file name-list of all output of COMPSYN
! file name of distance of each subfault to each station
! file name include arrival time of wave to all stations from each subfault
! file name of stress values for each subfault
! file name of rupture front time for each subfault
! ctl file of SMSIM
! ctl file of GMRotation program
! Region
! SLIP model name
! number of stations
! dt uses in SMSIM and also desired for HBB
! seed, SMSIM run for EACH STATION (IRUN)- Not seed on each subfault
! Mw
! initial fcmain (set=0)
! cross over frequency LP and Stoch.
! Number of run for each distance R when StochFF is called
! File name of geometric mean of Fourier Amp around crossfreq
! file name PSA (Not rotated)for T=0.2,1,3,5s & PGA,PGV,PGD
! file name PSA (Not rotated)for all periods & PGA,PGV,PGD
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The package requires the following secondary input files to run:

•

Station name file (from step 1)

•

Four data files of distance, arrival time, rupture front and stress (from step 2) for
high-frequency finite-fault simulation.

•

A list of all COMPSYN output velocity time histories (from step 3). All velocity
time series (developed by COMPSYN) will be read in this program.

•

Control file of SMSIM (includeing its input parameters). For example:
SMSIM_input_CEUS.ctl.

•

Control file of GMRot program (including its input parameters). For example:
smc2psa_rot_gmrot_interp_acc_rot_osc_ts.ctl.
Some parameters such as model name, slip model name, region, magnitude, cross

over frequency, number of stations, etc. are set in the main input data file. The names of
region, model, and slip model should be consistent and identical to what was used in the
previous steps. Additionally, the names of output files need to be set within the main
input data file.
The general (default) parameters are also set within the FORTRAN script. These
are damping ratio (0.05), range of frequency to calculate Fourier amplitude and response
spectra, and indices to save generated time histories (long period, high-frequency, and
broadband).

Output Files
The package generates the following output files:
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•

A data file that includes response spectra for all frequencies (example:
ResSpec_HBB_AllFreq-CEUS-MC1_M65-H1S1R1V1.txt). The first few
lines of an example of output file is given in the Box D12.

•

A data file that includes response spectra for periods of 0.2, 1.0, 3.0, and
5.0 seconds (example: ResSpec_HBB_T02135s-CEUS-MC1_M65H1S1R1V1.txt). A sample of the beginning of the output file is given in
the Box D13.

•

A data file that contains the geometric mean of the Fourier amplitudes
around the transition frequency (example: GMFA_crossfreq-CEUSMC1_M65-H1S1R1V1.txt).

•

Data files containing the response spectra using the GMRot software for
different damping ratios of 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2 seconds
(example: acc2psa_gmrot.damp0.050_CEUS_M6.5_H1S1R1V1.out).
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Box D12. The first few lines of example output file from HBB program: PGA, PGV, PGD, and response spectra at all set frequencies.

% ista
Rjb
T(s)
Y}(g)for irun=2:nsee
%
1
2.00
0.0000
1
2.00 -1.0000
1
2.00 -2.0000
1
2.00
0.0100
1
2.00
0.0200
1
2.00
0.0300
1
2.00
0.0400

GM_PSA(g)

lg_PSA(g)

PSA_X_1(g)

PSA_Y_1(g)

pairs of {PSA- X,PSA-

7.2798E-01
2.0409E+01
1.6226E+00
7.2566E-01
6.9806E-01
1.5965E+00
1.7025E+00

8.3881E-01
5.4615E+01
8.3028E+00
8.3602E-01
8.5830E-01
2.0916E+00
2.4699E+00

5.6498E-01
5.7650E+00
2.2913E-01
5.6282E-01
5.2425E-01
1.2248E+00
1.1426E+00

7.3547E-01
5.4615E+01
8.3028E+00
7.3350E-01
6.9525E-01
1.3528E+00
1.3131E+00

8.3881E-01
1.0231E+01
4.3974E-01
8.3602E-01
8.5830E-01
1.8747E+00
2.2671E+00

8.0578E-01
5.3855E+01
8.2863E+00
8.0343E-01
7.5899E-01
2.0916E+00
2.4699E+00

Box D13. The first few lines of example output file from HBB program: PGA, PGV, PGD, and response spectra at periods of 0.2, 1.0,
3.0, and 5 seconds.
% Note: Unit for
%
% ista
Rjb
lg_PSA(3.0s,g)
lg_PGD(cm)
%
1
2.00
7.3750E-02
8.3028E+00
2
2.00
7.2606E-02
8.1307E+00
3
2.00
6.9898E-02
7.8845E+00
7.3661E-01

PSA(g) and PGA(g)

while PGV(cm/s) and PGD(cm)

GM_PSA(0.2s,g)
lg_PSA(0.2s,g)
GM_PSA(1.0s,g)
lg_PSA(1.0s,g)
GM_PSA(3.0s,g)
GM_PSA(5.0s,g)
lg_PSA(5.0s,g)
GM_PGA(g)
lg_PGA(g) GM_PGV(cm/s) lg_PGV(cm/s)
GM_PGD(cm)

6.2694E-01
7.9492E-01
1.0820E-01
3.4453E-03
2.1380E-02
7.2798E-01
8.3881E-01

5.3455E-01
1.1069E-02
2.0409E+01
5.4615E+01
1.6226E+00

6.4187E-01
8.5400E-01
1.6141E-01
6.1630E-03
2.1144E-02
7.0348E-01
8.3574E-01

5.2593E-01
1.8928E-02
2.3251E+01
5.4409E+01
3.6752E+00

5.9806E-01
8.3834E-01
2.1451E-01
8.6171E-03
2.0491E-02
6.5943E-01
7.3221E-01

5.0886E-01
2.3524E-02
2.4495E+01
5.1966E+01
5.1018E+00
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Data and Resources

We used the COMPSYN sxv3.11 software package provided by one of its author
(Paul Spudich) for long period simulations. Some of the kinematic modeling is performed
using the rupture model generator package provided by Martin Mai available at
http://ces.kaust.edu.sa/Pages/Software.aspx (last accessed August 2013). The authors
implemented several FORTRAN subroutines available at www.daveboore.com (David
Boore’s website) in the simulations (last accessed January 2013).
The NGA-East database for comparison is obtained at
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/3sbwbfymiltztuj/AAAyene-Bj460E0pE39h-9FEa?dl=0
(last accessed, September 12, 2014).
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